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ABSTRACT
Study of Surface Properties Produced by Magneto-Plasma Ion Nitriding 
for Improving Wear Resistance
by
I-Tsung Shih
In this work a newly developed surface treatment process, Magneto-Plasma Ion 
Nitriding process, was developed and studied. This process was developed to increase 
durability and wear resistance o f operational surfaces o f different machine components.
In this study, orthogonal experimental analysis was used to develop, optimize, and 
select the process parameters. Coating layers were characterized and studied by using 
scanning electron microscopy(SEM), Auger electron spectroscopy(AES), and image 
analysis system. The influence of different process treatment parameters, such as 
temperature, nitrogen concentration, and magnetization, on the layers properties was 
studied. The mechanism o f layer formation and bonding was proposed and a mathematical 
model was derived. To perform the wear resistance test, the wear testing methodology 
and a computer-controlled wear testing machine were designed, manufactured, and 
assembled.
Selected process parameters permitted developing different types of compound 
layers, such as s , y\ a  phases, or their combination. Microstructure and microhardness 
investigations were performed with respect to deposited layers.
Differently applied magnetic treatments to the surface provided improvement in 
diffusion bonding of deposited compound layers to substrate. The mechanism of this 
bonding was introduced and explained in this work.
As a result o f the developed magneto-plasma ion nitriding surface treating process, it 
was found that durability and wear resistance o f operational surfaces o f machine 
components made from different steels have been significantly improved.
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Surface modification technologies for the purpose of improving performance o f machine 
components have been practiced since the beginning o f civilization. It has been only in the 
past few decades that attention has been paid to the scientific and engineering aspects of 
surface modification. It is due to more and more engineers and designers realizing that the 
significantly improved performance can be achieved by applying modification techniques 
to the surface o f machine components,
Among the advanced surface modification techniques, plasma ion nitriding (PIN) 
treatment is a currently established and extensively used surface treatment process in the 
industry. This process changes the surface o f material into nitrogen-containing compound 
layers and a nitrogen diffusion zone. The main feature of this process is that a low-friction 
surface can be obtained by forming the compound layers.
Magnetic treatment is a treatment which uses a pulsed magnetic field to modify the 
properties o f the metals non-thermally. This treatment was not brought to commercial 
application until recently but has been reported to be effective in increasing tool life. It is 
characterized by relieving the internal stresses o f materials.
Although both mentioned treatments have their advantages, there are still some 
concerns and unknowns for both processes. Because of wide applications o f the PIN 
process, the demands and requirements of the nitrided components are becoming critical. 
The residual stresses, layer formation, and interface-bonding of nitrided materials are 
concerned in PIN treatment. For magnetic treatment, the mechanism which is responsible 
for observed improvement in tool life is still not known.
During this study, a new surface treatment process, magneto-plasma ion nitriding 
treatment, was introduced and developed. This treatment process is the combination of 
the above-mentioned treatments: plasma ion nitriding and magnetic treatment. To help
1
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understand the efficiency of the newly developed surface treatment process, the deposited 
layers on the surface were investigated.
CH APTER 2 
BACKGROUND
2.1 Surface Engineering
Surface engineering is a new term that has come into use in the last decade. It includes 
multidiscipline activities which concentrate on the properties o f functional surfaces of 
machine components to improve their durability, fatigue, wear, and corrosion resistance. 
Surface engineering is a broad field which involves physics, chemistry, metallurgy, 
mechanics, and manufacturing background. These background can be involved in the 
work which finds the coatings to protect surfaces from damage during operation, or finds 
the ways to alter the properties of surfaces.
In order to meet the requirements for better functional surfaces, various techniques 
have been developed to improve surface and near-surface properties. Among these 
techniques, the plasma-assisted surface treatment process is one o f the most promising 
processes in today’s surface engineering. The plasma-assisted process offers great 
flexibility to produce surfaces with desired properties. According to the energy required 
in the plasma-assisted process, the process can be classified into three categories. [ 1 ] They 
are plasma coatings, plasma beam technology and plasma thermochemical processes, 
Figure 2.1.
Plasma coating is a thin film or coating growth process which involves the 
deposition in a vacuum environment o f physically generated atoms or molecules onto a 
substrate. There are two main techniques for applying plasma coating processes: 
sputtering and ion plating. [2] Sputtering is a process by which highly energetic ions or 
neutral atoms strike the surface o f a solid substrate causing ejection o f one or more atoms 
or molecules by the momentum transfer.[3] Because of the nature of sputtering, this 
process can coat compounds and alloys, and deposit nonconductive materials on 
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Figure 2.1 Plasma assisted surface modification techniques.
coating bonds. Ion plating is a process which can deposit highly adherent metal, alloy, and 
ceramic coatings onto virtually any substrate at relatively low temperature. [4] This 
process provides a better coating bond, better coverage, and higher deposit rate than 
sputtering. However, both techniques have to be concerned with the substrate heating and 
complex process control problems. The mechanical properties of thin films or coating, 
such as tensile, compressive, and fatigue strength, are poor.
5
The plasma beam technique is a process which consists o f bombarding the surface of 
a material in a vacuum chamber by an electrostatically accelerated ion beam. [5] When 
ions embed in the surface and come to rest, they dissipate their kinetic energy in displacing 
target atoms (ions) from their normal lattice sites and by ionizing target atoms. The nature 
of the process allows one to introduce any element into the near-surface region o f any 
solid without equilibrium constraints. Since the process is nonequilibrium in nature, it can 
attain compositions and structures which conventional methods can not produce. Ion 
implantation is a typical technique o f this process. Ion-beam mixing implantation is a 
variation process from the ion implantation process. It attempts to use the deposit energy 
to enhance the interface region between the film and the substrate. There are two 
undesirable effects o f plasma beam techniques. One is sputtering, and the other is the 
heating o f the substrate. Sputtering is undesirable because it removes the implanted 
surface itself. Like the plasma coating process, this process needs a cooling system to 
prevent substrate heating. High energy consumption and expensive facilities o f the plasma 
beam technology are two reasons that this process is seldom used in industry.
Plasma thermochemical treatment is a plasma-activated thermochemical process.[6] 
It involves the formation of compound layers and diffusion o f interstitial elements to the 
substrate material at elevated temperature. The most common plasma thermochemical 
treatments involve the introduction of nitrogen and/or carbon into ferrous substrates using 
processes such as ion nitriding, ion carbonitriding, or ion carbonitriding. The term 
"plasma thermochemical treatment" is used to describe treatments which are carried out in 
the presence o f a glow discharge. A glow discharge system operates in a vacuum where 
the workpiece constitutes the cathode and the chamber wall is the anode. The 
introduction o f a gas into the vacuum chamber at a given pressure, and applying voltage 
across the chamber create the glow discharge. The term glow discharge is due to the 
luminous appearance o f a bright-glow region which results from low energy collisions of 
electrons with gas molecules. These processes can produce a high level surface cleaning,
6
a uniform surface treatment and an increased surface reaction rate. This process has lower 
energy consumption than plasma ion beam treatment and has stronger bonding between 
the interface o f the coating than the plasma coating process. A more important factor is 
that this process is a distortion free process. It also means that there is no substrate 
heating problem. That is the main reason that the plasma thermochemical process is 
popular and accepted in today's surface engineering.
Plasma ion carburizing is a high temperature treatment which increases the surface 
hardness o f low alloy steels. By introducing carbon, followed by a rapid cooling 
operation, this process can produce a hard martensitic surface layer. This also generates 
compressive residual stresses in the case. Fatigue and wear property improvements are 
thus obtained. It is applied where a deep case is required and some distortion can be 
tolerated. Except for the use of different gas species, the differences between ion 
carburizing and ion nitriding are that plasma ion nitriding is a low temperature treatment 
and can be applied to general ferrous materials. Most significant in this process is that 
low-friction surfaces are formed by the nitride compounds. Ion nitriding process are now 
gaining more and more attention and popularity in industry. Although the carbonitriding 
process uses both nitrogen and carbon as gas species, this process still has more 
limitations than the ion nitriding process.
2.2 Role of Plasma Ion Nitriding In Surface Engineering
2.2.1 Nitriding and Plasma Ion Nitriding (PIN)
Conventional nitriding processes commonly used are gas nitriding and salt-bath 
nitriding. [7] Both techniques require that the container be filled with the nitriding agent 
ammonia, NH3, and parts to be treated are immersed into the container. The ammonia 
gas dissociates to nitrogen and hydrogen when it contacts heated parts at a temperature 
range of about 900° - 1100° F (480° to 590°C). To ensure dissociated nitrogen stays in 
the container, a perfectly sealed container is required.
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Salt-bath nitriding is performed in baths preheated to the temperature range of about 
950° to 1150°F (510° to 620°C). The bath consists o f a mixture o f sodium 
cyanide(NaCN), sodium cyanate (NaCNO), potassium cyanide (KCN), and some other 
salts. The active nitriding agent is the cyanate, CNO"
There are economic and pollution considerations for both gas and salt-bath 
nitriding. Both techniques need large amounts of nitriding agents to  fill the containers. 
Gas nitriding has part-size and time-consuming limitations. The salt-bath nitriding process 
has environmental problems in handling and disposal o f the cyanate and bath solutions. 
Because the efficiency and environmental concerns have become more and more 
important, the conventional nitriding processes are being replaced by the advanced plasma 
ion nitriding technique.
Plasma ion nitriding (PIN) is a plasma-assisted ion-treatment process. This process 
became popular in industry in the mid 80's. Employing advances in electronic power 
components and vacuum technique, the plasma ion nitriding process has overcome the 
traditional nitriding problems. It does not require the use o f ammonia or toxic nitriding 
agents. It only uses a small amount o f process gases. PIN can be carried out over a wider 
range o f temperature. It has became an accepted alternative to the nitriding process.
Plasma ion nitriding is now extensively applied in various fields o f manufacturing and 
machining industries. In Table 2.1, some fields o f industrial application are shown as 
examples. The acceptance o f this technique is increasing in many other fields o f 
manufacturing.
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Table 2.1 Industrial application o f plasma ion nitriding process.
1. General M achinery 4. Rolling
Pump and Compressor Parts -R oll
- Pump Casing - Drive Shaft
- Pump Torcholdes - Spline Shaft
- Feed Screw and Piston
5. H ydraulic M achine
Gearing - Piston
- Synchronizer Gear - Rod
- Differential Gear - Cylinder
- Worm Gear
- Rack 6. Die Casting M achine
- Pinion - Die
- Auger - Rod
- Shift Fork - Cylinder
Plastic Moulding and Manufacturing 7. Tools for Cold W ork
Machine - Mandrel and Drawing Tool
- Screw for Die Casting Machine - Sheet Forming Forge
- Cylinder for Die Casting Machine - Press Punch
- Head Plate for Double Screw Cylinder
- Die Cast Form 8. Tools for H ot W orking/Forge
- Injector Plate - Forging Dies
- Torque Lever Bolt - Connecting Rod
- Die Guide - Tools for Pressure Die Casing
- Tools for Continuous Casting
2. M achine Tool
- Punch 9. Engine/Automotive Industry
- Twist Drill - Intermediate Plate for Rotary
- Rimer Engine
- Threading Machine - Slide Housing
- Milling Cutter - Crank Shaft
-H ob - Cam Shaft
- Rack - Valve Shaft
- Pinion - Cam Disc, Tappet
- Main Shaft - Diesel Motor Cylinder
- Clutch for Railway Wagon
3. Tools
- Die 10. Precision Instrum ents
- Punch - Ball Pens
- Cutting Tool - Inner Surface of the Bearing for
Precision Instrument
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2.2.2 Plasma Ion N itriding Process
2.2.2.1 Plasma Ion Nitriding System : The basic plasma ion nitriding system is shown 
in Figure 2.2. The system consists o f plasma ion nitriding furnaces - (1), gas distribution 
unit - (2), power unit - (3), electrical control unit - (4), vacuum system - (5).[8]
The components to be ion nitrided are placed on a support structure - (6) inside the 
furnace. The furnace is a double-walled, water-cooled vacuum chamber. Vacuum and 
gas supply systems enable the furnace to be evacuated to the required vacuum and be 













Therm ocoupl Vacuum Pump
Main
Controller
Figure 2.2 Plasma ion nitriding system.
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The support plate is connected to a high current (> 40A), high voltage (<1000V), 
dc-pulsed power supply. The support plate is held at a negative potential (cathode) and 
the vacuum chamber acts as the positively charged anode. When voltage is applied under 
proper gas pressure conditions, a glow discharge is produced. The glow discharge is 
simply an electric current passing through an ionized gas mixture and behaves as a 
function o f applied voltage.
When the chamber is in operation, the space between the wall o f the nitriding 
chamber and the work piece is filled with a gas mixture selected for the process. Glow 
discharge occurs when the gas molecules are ionized by colliding with electrons. The 
electrons travel from the work piece (cathode) to the chamber wall (anode) under the 
influence o f the applied electrical voltage. Ionization of the partial pressure gas mixture 
permits a sustained electrical current, i.e., a negative electron flow from the work piece to 
the chamber wall, and a positive ion flow from the ionized gas mixture to the work surface 
being treated.
Energy is dissipated while gas ions strike the surfaces o f components. The energy 
appears as heat and acts to heat the components mounted to the cathode. The nitrogen 
ions which are near the cathode will then be thermally diffused into the surface of the 
components. Auxiliary heaters are often used to provide an additional heat source to 
minimize cycle times and provide better temperature uniformity on the surfaces o f the 
components. Thermocouples are used to sense component temperature and provide 
accurate process control.
In order to provide a uniform ion nitrided case layer, an electrical control unit is 
essential in the plasma ion nitriding process. The electric field uniformity at the surfaces of 
the parts being nitrided is determined by the geometry o f the surface. Electric flux 
concentrations will be different on flat surfaces, edges, borders, and holes. Adjustments in 
gas pressures, operating voltage, and current densities during the ion nitriding cycle can 
guarantee uniform nitrided case layer characteristics.
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2.2.2.2 Plasma Nitriding M echanism : Because of the complexity o f the PIN process 
compared to conventional surface heat treatment, it is difficult to present a unique picture 
o f the mechanism of PIN. A number o f models have been proposed o f what occurs at the 
plasma-surface interface and in bulk material during plasma nitriding. According to 
Tibbets[9], the adsorption o f neutral atoms, not o f ions on the metal surface, is the 
primary nitriding mechanism. Other authors[10] suggest that a "back-sputtering" process 
is responsible for nitriding. B ell[ll] had reported that in order to produce good nitride 
case-depths, sufficient hydrogen and nitriding gas mixtures are essential. Hudis[12] 
concluded his work that NH+ and /or NH2+ molecular ion species are primarily 
responsible for nitriding, and no nitriding occurs unless H2 is present. Xu and Zhang[13] 
claimed that in plasma ion nitriding the migration o f nitrogen atoms from the gas phase to 
a solid surface is realized mainly through the penetration into the work-piece o f active 
nitrogen atoms produced by collision dissociation. Positive ions of high energy dissociate 
N2 or NH3 to produce active N  atoms by inelastic collision.
To summarize those proposed mechanisms, we can derive some basic contributing 
factors in the PIN process :
(1). Sputtering
(2). Ion-excited atom implantation
(3). Adsorption
(4). Condensation/deposition
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Figure 2.3 Surface reaction during PIN process.
(1). Production o f ionized and neutral nitrogen atoms by energetic electrons
e*— > N2 = N+ N+ + 2e"
(2). Sputtering o f Fe and contaminants from the work surface by these ionized 
nitrogen atoms.
N+—>work surface = sputtered Fe and sputtered contamination.
(3). Formation o f iron nitrides by the sputtered iron atoms and neutral nitrogen
atoms.
Sputtered Fe + N  = FeN
(4). Deposition and breakdown o f FeN on the work surface.
FeN— > Fe2N + N 
Fe2N—> Fe3N + N 
Fe3N —> Fe4N + N
(5). Diffusion o f nitrogen atoms into bulk materials.
Released N —> Diffusing into bulk material
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After this series o f surface reactions, we get a nitrided surface. Possible surface 
layers formated are given in Figure 2.4 . They are s (Fe2.3N) layer, y' (Fe4N) layer , and a 
diffusion zone. The outer layer is s (Fe2.3N) layer, then the y' (Fe4N) layer, and the 
deepest layer is a diffusion zone.
Surface
Figure 2.4 Nitrided layers.
2.2.2.3 Plasma Ion Nitriding Phase Diagram : For ferrous materials, the compound 
layers are composed o f nitrides and the diffusion zone. The nitrides are mainly y' phase 
(Fe4N) and e phase (Fe2.3N).
The compound layer can vary from a y' only layer, y'+e layers, and an e only layer. 
The specific layer or layer thickness can be achieved by adjusting the plasma nitriding 
process parameters according to the iron-nitrogen phase diagram,Figure 2.5.[14]
In the phase diagram, Fe4N(y') mono-phase occurs between 5.6-6.0% weight 
nitrogen concentration and the temperature range of 400°-700°C. The y' is a face 
centered cubic structure and is very stable. Higher nitrogen concentration and 
temperatures o f 450°-700°C lead to the s-y ' multi-phase. The e phase(Fe2.3N) appears 
after the nitrogen concentration is over 6%. The main nitrogen concentration range to 
produce s phase only is 8 to 12 weight percent and the temperature range is 400°-800°C.
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The e phase is a hexagonal close-packed structure. Iron atoms occupy a hexagonal close- 
packed structure, while nitrogen atoms are in its octahedral interstices. If the nitrogen 
concentration is lower than 5.5 percent and the temperature is 400°-600°C, a ferrite- 
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2.2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages
The advantages o f the plasma ion nitriding process over conventional surface heat 
treatment techniques are as follows:
• Controllable microstructure and properties o f nitride layers.
Specific microstructure and properties can be produced to meet the demands of 
industry. The ratio between compound layers and diffusion zone thickness can be 
varied by controlling process parameters. Many results show that the process is 
controllable. [15, 16]
• Low treatment temperature.
The treatment temperature depends on diffusivity o f the elements within the 
substrate which is governed by the diffusion law. It also relies on the supply of 
the diffusible elements to the solid surface.
In contrast to gaseous thermochemical processing, it is possible to create a large 
number o f charged particles and excited, energetic neutral species at low 
temperatures, thus allowing the plasma ion nitriding to occur at relatively low 
temperature. [17]
• Reduced treatment time.
The treatment time can be reduced by the rapid saturation o f the surface with 
diffusible elements. This is again due to the increased number o f ions and 
energetic atoms in the plasma, while the molecules in a gaseous environment are 
only capable of dissociating at the metal surface.
Sputtering of the surface also enhances the plasma ion nitriding process. A clean 
surface is generated by sputtering. This reduces the retarding effect o f oxide 
layers on the diffusion kinetics. Also sputtering induces a high-density defect 
concentration on the surface and leads to an accelerated diffusion o f the 
elements.[18]
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The enhancement o f the overall mass transfer and accelerated diffusion into the 
substrate are responsible for the reduced treatment time for the plasma ion 
nitriding process compared to the conventional surface heat treatment process.
•  Less energy and gas consumption.
The energy consumption can be reduced due to the enhanced mass transfer and 
accelerated diffusion. The reduction o f energy consumption can be achieved by 
employing modern heating units.
The gas consumption (N2, NH3) for the PIN process is much less than for 
conventional surface heat treatment.
•  Less environmental problems.
For the PIN process, no toxic products or fumes are produced. The problems of 
waste disposal inherent to the salt bath treatment can also be avoided.
While the PIN process has a wide range of technical and economic advantages, there 
are, nevertheless, some concerns about the PIN process. These include :
• The effect o f materials' residual stresses on the nitriding result.
• The formation o f residual micro stresses after the PIN process.
• The influence o f diffusion rate on interface bonding.
• The difficulty in selecting process control parameters to obtain desired nitrided 
layers.
2.3 Magnetic Behavior of Materials
2.3.1 Introduction
Substances which are magnetized, more or less, by a magnetic field are called magnetic 
substances. There are various kinds o f magnetism, and each is characterized by its own 
magnetic structure.
The magnetic moment o f a magnetic substance is called the intensity of 
magnetization and is denoted by the vector /.[ l 9] The magnetic induction or magnetic
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flux density B  is also commonly used in engineering applications to describe the 
magnetization. The relationship between B  and I  is given by the following equation:
B - I  + \xqH  (2.1)
where H  is applied magnetic field; and p0 is the permeability o f vacuum.
The relation between the intensity o f magnetization /  and the magnetic field H  can be 
expressed by
I  = %H (2.2)
where % is the magnetic susceptibility. The unit o f x is the same as p0; hence it is possible
to measure % in units of p0. The susceptibility thus measured is called a relative
susceptibility and is usually denoted by %, which is
X = X/H0 (2-3)
Substituting for /  o f Equation (2.2) the expression Equation (2.1), we have
B = + = \xH (2.4)
where p. is the permeability. Usually we use a relative permeability, which is
ii = % 0 = * + 1 (2'5>
The observed value o f relative susceptibility ranges from 10-5 for very weak 
magnetism to 106 for very strong magnetism. In some cases it has a negative value. 
Because % depends on the intensity o f the magnetic field, it is normally used to represent 
different magnetic structures o f the material.
2.3.2 Kinds of Magnetism







There are two atomic origins o f  magnetism which lead to the magnetization of 
magnetic substances. They are orbital motion and spin o f electrons. An atom which has a 
magnetic moment caused by spin, by orbital motion o f electrons or by both is generally 
called a magnetic atom. [20]
Diamagnetism
Diamagnetism is a weak magnetism in which a magnetization is exhibited opposite to 
the direction of the applied field.Figure 2.6 The susceptibility is negative and the order of 
magnitude o f % is about 10-5. The origin o f this magnetism is an orbital rotation of 
electrons about the nuclei induced by the application o f an external field. This magnetism 
is so weak that the diamagnetic substances are used as a magnetic insulator. Diamagnetic 
elements include copper, silver, gold, rare gases, and other compounds.
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Figure 2.6 Diamagnetism.
Param agnetism
In paramagnetism, the magnetism I is proportional to the magnetic field /^.Figure 2.7 
The order o f magnitude of % is 10'3 to 105. In most cases, paramagnetic substances 
contain magnetic atoms or ions whose spins are isolated from their magnetic environment. 
At finite temperatures, the spins are thermally agitated and take random orientations. 
Upon application o f a magnetic field, the average orientations o f the spins are slightly 
changed so as to produce a weak induced magnetization parallel to the applied magnetic 
field. The susceptibility in this case is inversely proportional to the temperature.
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Paramagnetic materials include salts o f transition elements, salts and oxides o f rare- 
earth elements, and some metals.
Antiferromagnetism
Antiferromagnetism is a weak magnetism which is similar to paramagnetism in the 
sense of exhibiting a small positive susceptibility. The susceptibility o f this magnetism is 
temperature dependent as can be seen from the % - T curve in Figure 2.8. Below the 
temperature TN , Ne'el temperature, an antiparallel spin arrangement is established in 
which positive and negative magnetic moments completely cancel each other. In such an 
arrangement the tendency to be magnetized by the external field is opposed by a strong 
negative interaction acting between positive and negative moments. So the susceptibility 
decreases with a decrease in temperature, which is contrary to the usual paramagnetic 
behavior. When temperature is above the Ne'el point, the magnetic moment arrangement 
becomes random. The susceptibility now decreases with an increase of temperature.






Ferrimagnetism is the term proposed by Ne'el to describe the magnetism o f oxidic 
ferrites, like Fe30 4, NiFe20 4, MnFe20 4. In these substances, there are two kinds o f atoms 
involved. The directions o f the magnetic moments are opposite to each other. Since the 
number o f magnetic atoms and the magnitude o f moments o f individual atoms are 
different, such an ordered arrangement of moments gives rise to a resultant magnetization. 
This kind o f magnetization is called spontaneous magnetization.
As the temperature increases, the arrangement o f the moments is disturbed by 
thermal agitation, which is accompanied by a decrease o f spontaneous magnetization.
At the Curie Temperature, Tc, the arrangement o f the moments becomes completely 
random, and the spontaneous magnetization vanishes. The temperature dependence for 
this magnetism is shown in Figure 2.9 Above the Curie point, the substances exhibits 





In the case o f ferromagnetism, the magnetic moments are aligned parallel to one 
another as a result o f a strong positive interaction between the neighboring 
moments(Figure 2.10). As the temperature increases, the arrangement of the moments is 
disturbed by thermal agitation. This results in a temperature dependence of spontaneous 
magnetization. When the temperature reaches the Curie point the substance becomes
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paramagnetic and the susceptibility obeys the Curie-Weiss law, which states that 1!% rises 
from zero at the Curie point and increases linearly with temperature.
Ferromagnetism is exhibited mostly by metals and alloys, such as iron, cobalt, nickel, 
steel, gadolinium, and CdCr2Se4.
0
Figure 2.10 Ferromagnetism
2.3.3 Free Energies of Ferromagnetism
In this study, we are more concerned with the magnetic properties of steel and iron, which 
are ferromagnetic. The magnetic phenomena o f ferromagnetic material is o f interest in our 
research because a large amount o f materials now can be grouped under the ferromagnetic 
catagory.
The basic feature o f the magnetic behavior o f ferromagnetic materials is described in 
the above section. Now we will deal with some structure-sensitive properties to help 
understand the magnetization process. [21]
Exchange Energy
It is now believed that all o f the magnetic moment o f ferromagnetic substances arises 
from electron spin motion, rather than from orbital motion o f the electron around a 
nucleus, except Gd. There are exchange interactions which occur in a crystal lattice 
between nearest neighbors, if the spin directions o f the neighbors are different. The 
energy of the exchange interactions is called exchange energy. It can be expressed as
Wex = -2  J S2 Scos^jj (2.6)
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where S  is the total spin momentum per atom, <(>» is the angle between the directions of 
the spin vectors o f atoms i and j, and J  is the exchange integral.
Anisotropy Energy
In ferromagnetic crystals the magnetization is affected by the direction o f the applied 
field relative to the crystal axes. It is found that in some directions the applied field which 
is required to induce a given magnetization is smaller than other directions. These 
directions are called directions o f easy magnetization. The directions along which it is 
most difficult to magnetize the crystal are hard directions. More energy is required to 
magnetize a crystal to saturation in a hard direction than in an easy direction. The excess 
energy required in the hard direction is the anisotropy energy.
The anisotropy energy can be represented by a series expansion o f the form
w k = Z M i n ^ e  (2.7)
n
where kn are constants which are independent o f 0 , and 0 is the angle between the 
magnetization vector and easy direction.
Magnetostriction and Magnetoelastic Energy
Magnetostriction is the deformation that accompanies a change in the magnetization 
of a crystal. It occurs because the total free energy o f the crystal depends upon its state of 
strain and the crystal therefore spontaneously deforms in order to minimize this energy. 
The magnetoelastic energy is part o f the crystal energy and arises from the interaction 
between the magnetization and the strain o f the lattice. Magnetoelastic energy is defined 
to be zero for an unstrained lattice.
The crystal anisotropy energy and exchange energy are found to depend on the 
atomic spacing o f the structure. Any change in the atomic spacing gives rise to a further 
energy contribution to the free energy o f a magnetic crystal. Anything involving 
interaction between the magnetization and the state o f strain o f the lattice are known as 
the magnetostrictive effects.
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A ferromagnetic crystal generally changes its dimensions and creates strain in the 
crystal when a magnetic field is applied.
Considering the energy term, we may expect that if  a magnetic crystal is strained by 
an external force, this additional strain will alter the direction o f the intrinsic 
magnetization. In this way the preferred directions o f domain magnetization may be 
controlled not only by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy but also by the presence of 
strained regions within the material. The effect of strain on a crystal then is to change the 
directions o f the anisotropy energy with respect to the lattice.
The magnetoelastic energy o f a cubic crystal is in the form of
Wx = - 3 / 2  A.100 c  (ctf y f  + a \  y \  + a \  y  ̂ )
-3 c ( a j  a 2 y, y2 + a 2 a 3 y2 y3 + a 3 a ,  y, y3 )
where a ua 2, a 3 are the direction cosines o f intrinsic magnetization relative to the crystal 
axes, and yls y2, y3 are the direction cosines o f the stress a relative to the crystal axes. 
a.I00 and X,1U are the magnetostrictions along the [100] and [111] directions respectively. 
M agnetostatic Energy
I f  an applied magnetic field H  has an angle 0 with the induced intensity Is, there is a 
couple equal to IsHa sinQ which tends to rotate the magnetization into the field direction. 
The contribution o f  the free energy o f the system is therefore
Wm = ~JsHa cosd (2.9)
where Ha is the field actually acting on the magnetized body. Because of the effect o f the 
demagnetizing field o f the specimen, the field Ha is considerably different from the applied 
field H.
When no external field is applied a magnetized body has a certain magnetostatic 
energy, equal to
= qCosQ (2.10)
where H0 is the demagnetizing field o f the specimen itself
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2.3.4 M agnetic Domains and Domnin W all M otion
The presence o f the ferromagnetic domain structure was first predicted by P. Weiss [22] in 
1907. He hypothesized that in a ferromagnetic substance there existed microscopic 
regions called domains (lO 6 to lO 5 cm3) within which the magnetic moments o f all atoms 
are parallel to each other. In unmagnetized iron, the domains are arranged so that the net 
magnetic moment o f the specimen is zero, as shown in Figure 2.11 .
D o m a i n s
*C> <>
o
G r a i n  B o u n d a r y D o m a i n  b o u n d a r y
Figure 2.11 Domain and domain boundary in the material.
In 1932 Bloch [23] showed that the boundary between two domains which are 
oriented in different directions is not sharp on the atomic scale. The boundary is spread 
over a certain thickness where the direction o f spins changes gradually from one domain
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to the next. This layer is usually called a domain wall and sometimes referred to as a 
Bloch wall. The structure o f the domain wall is illustrated in Figure 2.12 (a).
As a magnetic field is applied to a ferromagnetic substance, the domain structure 
changes in such a way as to increase the favorably oriented domains and decrease the 
unfavorably oriented domains with respect to the field. This process is usually called 
magnetization.
The domain walls play an important role in the magnetization. Inside the domain 
wall the spins rotate gradually from one domain to the next when the external field is 
applied parallel to the spins o f both domains. The spins inside both domains will not 
experience any torque resulting from the field because the directions o f the spins are 
either parallel or antiparallel to the field. Since the spins inside the wall have some angle 
with the field direction, they start to rotate toward the field direction under the action of 
torque. As a result o f the rotation of the spins inside the wall, the wall should be displaced 
as shown in Figure 2.12 (a)-(c). This will result in an increase in the volume o f the domain 
which has the spins in the same direction as the applied field. Once the whole volume of 
the specimen is in one domain, the material is said to be in a saturation state.
If there are two kinds o f domains whose spin directions are closest to the field 
direction in a specimen, these kinds o f domains will increase their volume and finally cover 
the whole volume of the specimen. If the field is increased further, the spins in each 
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Figure 2.12 Domain wall motion and domain rotation : (a)-(c) domain motion; (c)-(d) 
domain rotation.
CH APTER 3 
GOAL AND O BJECTIVES
The main goal of this study is to increase durability and wear resistance of different 
machine components by developing new surface treatment process. The conventional 
surface treatment processes, such as nitriding and carburizing can not sufficiently meet the 
requirement of today's industry. It is predicted that the traditional surface hardening 
processes are going to be replaced by more sophisticated and advanced processes. In 
advanced surface treatment processes, the plasma ion nitriding process(PIN) is the most 
widely applied process to improve surface properties o f machine components. This 
process can form better low-friction surfaces than other surface treatments to increase 
surface wear resistance. However, there are some problems for the PIN process when it is 
applied to different machine components. They are residual stresses, layer formation and 
interface bonding.
Pulsed magnetic treatment is a new surface treatment approach. According to 
Joseph[24], this process is characterized by relieving the internal stresses o f materials. 
Most o f the known stress relief technologies involve heating processes which result in 
dimensional change, such as distortion or buckling. Additional machining processes are 
required for these techniques. Different from these technologies, the pulsed magnetic 
treatment process is a low temperature, fast, easy, and relatively inexpensive process. But 
due to the difficulty in detecting the change during magnetic treatment, the mechanism of 
this process has not been clearly defined yet.
In this study a new surface treatment process which involves a combination of PIN 
and pulsed magnetic treatment processes is developed. To implement and understand the 
presented new process, a few objectives have been achieved.
1. In order to develop new magneto-plasma surface treatment process, the 
combined PIN and pulsed magnetization process was designed.
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2. Various process parameters o f this treatment were selected and tested to 
optimize the treatment results.
3. Mechanism of the magneto-plasma treatment was investigated.
4. Wear testing methodology[25] and a computer controlled wear testing 
machine[26] were designed, manufactured, and implemented.
5. The physical metallurgy methods, such as Scanning Electron Microscope(SEM) 
and Auger Electron Spectrum(AES), were used to examine the treated and worn 
surfaces.
CH APTER 4 
M ECH ANISM  OF PULSED M AG NETIC TREA TM EN T
4.1 Mechanism of Magnetization Process
Magnetization processes occur when a ferromagnetic substance is put into an increasing 
magnetic field and reaches a so-called saturation point. The magnetization curve is the 
curve representing the history of magnetization, I, changed due to the applied field, 77. If 
the alternative field is applied to perform demagnetization, the magnetization and 
demagnetization curves are similar to the hysteresis loop.Figure 4.1 By using this 
approach, we can describe the magnetization mechanism.
Starting from the demagnetized state ( 7 = 0  at H  = 0), there is a narrow range of 
magnetization where the magnetization changes reversibly. It is called the initial reversible 
range. In this range, magnetizations in every domain rotate reversibly from the stable 
directions. At the same time domain walls are displaced reversibly from their stable 
position. However, many studies and experiments[27, 28, 29] show that the reversible 
magnetization in this range is accomplished mainly by the reversible displacement of 
domain walls.
I f  the magnetic field is increased beyond the initial reversible range, the intensity of 
magnetization increases much drastically. Because the process is irreversible, this range is 
called the irreversible magnetization range. This range is attained mainly by irreversible 
displacement o f domain walls from one stable position to another. In some material the 
irreversible rotation o f domains is also expected because o f the inclusions and precipitates. 
Barkhausen noise can be heard in this range. This results from the discontinuous changes 
in magnetization which are induced by irreversible domain rotation and domain wall 
displacement.
When the applied field is increased further, the magnetization curve becomes less 
steep and its process becomes reversible again. In this range the displacements o f domain
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walls have already been completed and the magnetization takes place by rotating 
magnetization. We call this range the rotation magnetization range.
Beyond the rotation magnetization range, the magnetization gradually approaches 
the saturation magnetization. The magnetization increases gradually in proportion to the 
intensity of the magnetic field when it approaches the saturation value. This effect results 
from increasing the perfection of spin alignment. This range is called the approaching 
saturation range. At this time, if the applied field is removed, the magnetization, /, would 
not return to its initial value. The magnetization will be Ir at H= 0. Ir is called remanence. 
The value o f Ir is depend on the amount of irreversible domain wall motion. A high value 
o f / r indicates that large amount o f irreversible wall motion took place.
In the hysteresis loop the mechanism of magnetization from saturation point to 
remanence is the rotation o f domain magnetization. From remanence to midway of the 
ascendant hysteresis curve the irreversible magnetization occurs. The rotation 
magnetization occurs again from the midpoint to the opposite saturation point.
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Figure 4.1 Magnetization curve and hysteresis.
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4.2 Irreversible M agnetization Process 
In the previous discussion we know that there are two main mechanisms involved in the 
magnetization process. They are domain wall displacement and rotation o f magnetization. 
For a ferromagnetic substance, the irreversible magnetization takes place most of the time 
along the magnetization curve. The main reason for the irreversible magnetization is the 
irreversible displacement o f the domain wall. Hysteresis in ferromagnetic substance results 
from the irreversible displacement o f  the domain wall. The direct indication of this is the 
coercivity, Hc, in the hysteresis loop.
Hc is the extra magnetic field required to bring the magnetization to its original 
direction while the applied magnetic field is removed from the material. I f  the 
magnetization process were reversible, then the coercivity would be zero. But in reality, 
there exists a finite coercivity for most materials. This indicates that irreversible domain 
wall motion always happens in the magnetization process. This also suggests that there 
are some imperfections in the materials. The major part o f the hysteresis in ferromagnetic 
materials happens to be in the region o f the magnetization curve where domain wall 
motion is taking place, and the irreversible component which causes hysteresis is therefore 
generally attributed to some impedance to domain wall motion.
The irreversible discrete changes in magnetization can be discussed in terms o f the 
variation o f the domain wall energy Wy with wall position x.[29] We assume that Wy 
varies with c as in Figure 4.2(a). The gradient of the energy is shown in Figure 4.2(b). 
The line Hc in (b) represents the pressure o f the field on the wall. (The value o f the 
constant c depends on the kind o f wall and the orientation o f the field.) At H  = 0, the wall 
sits at position 1 where has the minimum energy. As H  is increased from zero, the wall 
moves reversibly to 2. If  the field were removed in this range, the wall would return to 1. 
Point 2 is a point o f maximum energy gradient. I f  the field is sufficient to move the wall to 
2, it is sufficient to make it take an irreversible jump to 3. This is a Barkhausen jump. If 
the field is then reduced to zero, the wall will go back, not to the point 1, but to point 4.
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Point 4 is the nearest minimum energy. This exhibits the phenomena of hysteresis and 
remanence. A reverse field will drive the wall reversibly from 4 to 5 and by another 
Barkhausen jump from 5 to  6.
dW,
CH
Figure 4.2 Irreversible domain wall process : (a) domain wall energy with 
respect to distance; (b) gradient of domain wall energy.
4.3 Hindrances of Domain Wall M otion
Since irreversible domain wall motion plays the main role in the magnetization process for 
ferromagnetic materials, we may ask what gives rise to the irreversible domain wall 
motion? At zero applied field, a domain wall tries to be in a position which minimizes the 
energy o f the system. The system, here, means the wall itself and/or the adjoining 
domains. According to Ne'el [30], a domain wall would always be located on the pinning 
sites. If  a small field is applied, the wall will move, but it moves against a force tending to 
restore it to its original position. This restoring force results from the imperfections o f  the 
crystal. In general, most materials contain more or less crystal imperfections which hinder 
the easy motion of the domain wall. Some of special materials require less field to move
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the wall, but the others may need more to do the job. These hindrances o f domain wall 
motion can be classified into inclusion and residual microstresses.
4.3.1 Inclusion
Inclusions may take many forms. They may be particles o f a second phase in a binary 
alloy because the solubility limit has been exceeded. They may be oxide or sulfide 
particles which exist as impurities in a metal or alloy. They may simply holes or cracks. 
From a magnetic point o f view, an "inclusion" in a domain is a region which has a different 
spontaneous magnetization from the surrounding material.
Dom ain Wall
Inclusion
(a) (b ) (c)
i
(d )
Figure 4.3 Passage o f a domain wall through an inclusion.
From the observation o f moving domain walls in a crystal[31], it has been shown 
that wall motion is impeded by the interaction o f the moving wall with spike domains 
rather than the inclusions themselves. A typical sequence is shown in Figure 4.3. A spike 
domain is a closure domain form as shown in Figure 4.3(a). It is due to magnetostatic 
energy being reduced to zero when a wall bisects an inclusion.
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In response to an upward applied field, as shown in Figure 4.3, the wall in (a) moves 
to the right, as in (b). This drags out the closure domains into the form of tubes and 
creates a new domain just to the right o f the inclusion. Further motion o f the main wall 
lengthens the tabular domains, as in (c). The change from (a) to (b) and to (c) is 
reversible. The domain arrangement o f (a) can be regained if the field is reduced. But if 
the field is continually increased, the tabular domains do not continue to lengthen. This is 
because their increasing surface area adds too much wall energy to the system. The wall 
will displace to a point where it suddenly breaks off the tabular domains and jumps a 
distance to the right. This will leave two spike domains attached to the inclusion, as in 
(d). If the field is removed, the domain wall will not return from (d) to (a). Also, if 
areverse field is applied and strong enough, the wall will be driven to the left. The spike 
domains will then point to the left.
4.3.2 Residual Microstresses
The second kind o f hindrance to domain wall motion is residual microstresses. Before 
examining the magnetic effects o f such stresses, we have to get a clear understanding of 
what is meant by microstresses.
Stresses can be divided into applied stresses and residual stresses. Applied stresses 
are the stresses in a body due to external forces. Residual stresses are the stresses existing 
in a body after all external forces have been removed. Depending on the scale, residual 
stresses may be divided into macro and micro stresses.
Residual macrostress will not change its value with the position. The magnitude of 
the residual macrostrain is many times o f the grain size in metals. Residual microstress 
varies its value and sign rapidly over the position. The magnitude o f residual microstrain 
is equal to or smaller than the grain size. Residual macrostresses are o f most concern to 
engineers because of their effects on fatigue and fracture. But this kind o f stress can be 
almost removed by annealing. Residual microstresses always come from crystal
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imperfections o f various kinds, particularly dislocations. Although they may be reduced to 
quite low levels by annealing, they never entirely disappear from the material. Moreover, 
the improper heating process of annealing and other popular stress-relieving processes 
sometimes result in the deformation of components. Additional residual stresses can be 
generated.
Since the existence o f microstresses in metal is not preventable, we now consider 
where the microstress comes from.
DisIocations[32]: All materials contain a number o f dislocations. Dislocations can come 
from crystal imperfections during the cooling processes or machining processes at 
manufacturing. Dislocations in the surface are mainly generated by the latter one. 
Because the dislocation distorts the surrounding material, each dislocation has a stress 
field associated with it. These stresses are quite high near the dislocation and decrease as 
the reciprocal of the distance away from it. In a material, dislocation lines run in different
t;
directions. They form a complex network and a very irregular distribution of 
microstresses.
M agnetostriction[33]: When a ferromagnetic material is cooled below the Curie point, 
spontaneous magnetostriction tries to distort different domains in different directions. 
Because domains are not free to deform independently, microstresseses are build up. The 
same argument shows that the stresses inside a domain wall differs from the stresses in the 
adjourning domains. Stresses of magnetostrictive origin are rather small. They are o f the 
order of AsjE, where E  is Young's modulus. However, they are large enough to cause 
interactions between domain or domain wall and crystal imperfections.
4.4 The Interaction of Dislocations and Domain Wall M otion
Dislocations are line defects. They act as sources of internal stresses. These internal 
stresses decrease in value along the distance rx away from the dislocation line. They move 
in the material by gliding. Due to this gliding, the dislocation density can be increased and
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decreased. The increase o f dislocation density causes work hardening. The decrease of 
dislocation density can result in structure relaxation o f the materials. In the magnetizing 
process, the dislocations are the main obstacles to the domain wall motion. The resistive 
force from the dislocations and wall motion may lead to the change o f dislocation density.
The interaction o f magnetization and dislocations is usually described in terms o f the 
magnetoelastic energy[34]. By using Vicena's[35] approaches, we can calculate the 
interaction potential between the domain wall and dislocations. It has the same meaning 
as calculating the force o f the domain wall on dislocations. As shown in [36], the force p w 
exerted by dislocation on the domain wall is
p w = js(ds x A) x o M •  b (4.1)
or (by applying Stokes' theorem)
p w = JV/ x(crM »b) (4.2)
where ds is a surface element; dl is a line element o f the dislocation; and cr^ is a tensor of 
stresses which are associated with the magnetostrictive strain due to the change o f the 
direction o f magnetization within the domain wall. In Equation (4.1) one has to integrate
over the surface which is enclosed by the dislocation, and in Equation (4.2) the integral
must be taken over the entire length o f the dislocation line.
A domain wall is said to be of the first or second kind depending on whether cW  has 
a zero value in the adjacent domains or not. For the second kind o f domain wall, the 
projections o f  the magnetization vector in the two adjacent domains onto the wall must be 
parallel or antiparallel. This can be said to be the 180° walls. Equation (4.1) shows that 
for such a wall the interaction with dislocations is confined to those lying inside the wall. 
For the first kind of walls, such as 90° walls in iron or 71° and 109° wall in nickel, it is 
found that they have less mobility than 180° walls. Another important distinction between 
the two kinds o f walls arises from the resultant force exerted by a dislocation threading a
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wall. This force vanishes for a wall o f the second kind, whereas for a wall o f  the first kind, 
it is in general different from zero.
Consider as an example for the application o f Equation (4.2), a dislocation line 
parallel to a 180° wall (lj, 12 are dislocation lengths in the x, y direction).
The force on the wall is [37]
Pz = hb2<*22 ~ l2bia u + a n (hbi ~ h bi ) (4.3)
for a 180° wall in nickel crystal.
< = [ 2 % _ v ) ] [% ( 5 Xn i + ^ i o o ) s i n 2 ( p - | A , i n s in 2 (p]
=  [ 2 % -  v ) ] [ / 4 ( 5 X n i  +  ^ i o o ) s i n 2  <P -  J An  s i n 2  < P ]




Here A100 and Xn i  are magnetostrictive constantsl; (p is the angle between the local 
magnetization and the x  direction; G is shear modulus o f elasticity; v.is Poisson's ratio.
The force exerted on such a wall by dislocations o f length I parallel to [110] is
p7  ~ ~Gbsl(2XiQ0 + A in )sin 2 (p 




^ ^ l l l  2 + ^i0°)
sin 2g?(2A100 + ^ m ) }  
for a mixed dislocation with Burger vector b parallel to [01 1].
(4.8)
4.5 Pulsed Magnetic Treatment
Pulsed magnetic treatment is a surface treating process which uses varying magnetic field 
(field direction changes from one direction to the opposite direction) to modify the surface 
properties. This process is also characterized as a stress relieving process.
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Stress relieving is a very important process during the manufacturing o f materials 
and components. But most o f  the stress relieving techniques involve heating and cooling 
steps which again limits their range o f applications. These techniques must be closely 
controlled in temperature, otherwise they will result in distortion or buckling o f treated 
elements and even accumulating undesired residual stresses. Pulsed magnetic treatment is 
a nonthermal stress relieving process because this process uses an induced electromagnetic 
field as an energy input to the material. The stress relaxation is achieved through the 
vibration inside materials caused by the varying magnetic field. There is less heat 
generated during the process and are no dimensional changes o f the treated components.
The principle behind pulsed magnetic treatment is magnetostriction.[38,39] 
Ferromagnetic materials (like iron, tool steel, stainless steel) deform elastically when they 
are placed in a magnetic field. Magnetostriction causes material to change its physical 
dimension in the magnetic field. In a grain, there are several domains. Once the magnetic 
field is applied to the grain, the domain will grow or shrink in the favorable magnetization 
direction. Due to the domain wall movement, the crystal structure experiences expansion 
and contraction.
However, when a magnetic field is applied to the materials, magnetization does not 
change uniformly throughout the substance. The magnetization duration does not give 
domain wall movement enough time to align the domain. The magnetization starts at the 
surface and occurs somewhat later inside the substance. The lag's duration is influenced 
by specimen shape, material conductivity, the frequency at which the magnetic field 
fluctuates and material permeability.
During this initial period o f magnetization, the surface experiences the full magnetic 
field, but its interior does not. Consequently, the specimen surface grows or shrinks, but 
the core remains stable. At the end o f a pulsed period, the magnetic field saturates the 
specimen if the correct magnetostrictive cycle has been selected.
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Because the specimen's core and surface respond at different rates to a magnetic 
field, magnetostriction induces shear force into surface structure, Figure 4.4. As shown in 
the figure, the outer layer o f the atoms expands longer than the lower layer. The 
rearrangement of atoms in the structure can be completed by eliminating the structure 
imperfection, such as point defects or dislocations.
I si
Figure 4.4 Structure deformation due to magnetostriction.
4.6 The M echanism of Pulsed M agnetic Treatm ent
In this study, the dislocations in the materials are assumed to be the mechanism of stress 
relieving by pulsed magnetic treatment. It is known that the main resource o f internal 
stress or residual stress is from the deformation and imperfection o f the crystal structure. 
Dislocations are line defects in the crystal. The internal stresses caused by those line 
defects are larger than the internal stresses caused by point defects. By effectively 
reducing the dislocation density the stress relief o f materials can be expected.
Along the magnetization process, we can find that dislocations have strong 
interactions with the mechanisms o f magnetization which are the domain wall motion and
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the domain rotation. In section 4.3, we have discussed the force applied on the dislocation 
when the domain wall moves. If the applied force is large enough, the dislocations may be 
shifted; if not, it is expected that the free energy of the dislocations would not be the same 
when the domain wall crosses them. I f  we reach the range o f domain rotation, the 
magnetostriction will be found. Because of the lag o f magnetization on the surface, there 
are different levels o f magnetization. The shear force is generated between the surface 
which has saturated magnetostriction and the inside layer which has less or no 
magnetostriction. A slip plane in the crystal could be generated along the shear force. 
Again dislocations can be relocated along the slip plane. In our process, the magnetization 
and demagnetization processes are applied to the components. The crystal structure 
experiences a shaking effect from the change of field directions. The crystal structure can 
be relaxed by the movement, redistribution, and annihilation of dislocations.
4.6.1 Effects of Domain Wall Motion
In the demagnetized state, the domain walls in the material are always located on the 
pinning site which has lower system free energy. The system free energy is the result of 
minimizing the exchange magnetoelastic, and magnetostatic energy. If  a external field is 
applied to the material, the domain walls move in such a way that favorably aligned 
domains grow at the expense of unfavorably aligned domains. The whole system free 
energy is then changed. The varied system free energy depends on the process of domain 
wall motion and the final position o f the domain wall.
During domain wall movements, if there are any impedances, more energy is 
required to overcome those impedances for domain wall motion. As a major impedance 
o f domain wall movement, dislocations exert forces, p w, on the domain wall. The 
consequences o f these applied forces on dislocations are the displacement o f dislocations 
and increasing free energy o f dislocation.
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Let the energy required to move dislocations from one site to the next site be Er. Ey 
can be expressed as
Ey = p w x /, (4.9)
where /, is the distance which the dislocations travel. However, p w is related to the free 
energy of dislocations, because dislocations possessing higher free energy will be the 
easiest one to start moving. The interactive force, p w, is then small for high free energy 
dislocations.
Applying a magnetic field on the material, additional magnetic energy is added to 
each dislocation. According to Pav!ov[40], the amount of free energy added to 
dislocations is f i l j i .  (3 is the structure factor. Id is the magnetic moment o f a dislocation, 
and H  is the external magnetic field strength. A dislocation possessing this additional 
magnetic energy has a greater probability to overcome the Peierls barrier[41] and can 
move to the next position. But not all dislocations can overcome the Peierls barrier. For 
those dislocations that do not move, they have at least increased their free energy. Later 
on, if there are any external force applied to the material, the possibility o f the dislocations 
motion is then increased.
4.6.2 Effect of Domain Rotation
Domain rotation takes place when the magnetizations in each domain are all aligned and 
try to rotate to the external field direction. Along with this process, the dimensional 
change of structure can usually be found. It is known as the magnetostriction. If the 
external field strength is strong enough, the maximum magnetostriction can be reached. 
This is the saturated magnetostriction, \ si, and it can be found from Equation. (2.8).
However, the induced magnetic field in the material is a function o f depth and time. 
This is known as the skin-effect[38]. When we apply a constant magnetic field over a 
material the induced magnetic field is exponentially distributed along the thickness o f the 
specimen. It takes a while to reach same magnetization level everywhere in the specimen.
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But in an alternating magnetic field, the applied field does not remain constant and will not 
last long enough to let the whole specimen have the same induced magnetization. In a 
short time, the surface and the substrate experience different magnetizations. It is possible 
that the surface has saturated magnetization and the substrate does not. This then 
generates deformation o f the structure because o f different magnetostriction as shown in 
Figure 4.4. The deformation o f the structure can be recognized as the result o f applying 
shear forces on the surface layer.
Due to this shear force, a slip-plane is generated. Along the slip plane, forces are 
exerted on the dislocations. At this time, the mobility o f the dislocations is increased. 
Also the dislocation motion under the deformation in the magnetic field is consistent with 
the field direction. This reduces the dislocation interactions with each other and leads to 
the decrease in the probability of dislocation net formation.
As the result o f these interactions, the dislocation density on the surface can be 
reduced, especially for the situation in Figure 4.5. This also tends to reconstruct the 
crystal structure and attain a better structure. The internal stresses are then reduced.
Since we apply an alternating magnetic field on the specimen, the magnetizing and 
demagnetizing processes act just like applying vibration into the crystal structure. The 
structure vibrates with the field direction. This give dislocations opportunity to shift in 
both directions. The probability of relocation and delimitation o f dislocations is increased. 
The structure relaxation can be enhanced.
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Figure 4.5 The elimination o f dislocation due to the shear force.
CH APTER 5 
M ODEL FOR M AG NETO -PLASM A ION NITRIDING
5.1 Magneto-PIasma Ion Nitriding
As mentioned before, the magneto-plasma ion nitriding process is defined as a surface 
modification technique which combines the pulsed magnetic treatment and plasma ion 
nitriding process. This new approach is designed to improve surface durability of 
materials. There are two reasons why these two processes are combined in this study.
First, residual stresses are one o f important factors which affect the nitriding 
results in the plasma ion nitriding process. They influence the nitriding layer formation 
and subsequently the nitrided surface performance under service conditions. In plasma 
nitriding, the residual stresses come from the machining processes and the layer formation. 
The residual stresses affect the depth o f layer formation. During the nitriding processes, a 
nitrided zone or a compound layer and a diffusion zone are developed. Residual stresses 
are generated due to the microstructural difference between compound layers and the 
diffusion zone. They can control the components' performance. They can not be removed 
by applying conventional stress relieving techniques. The low operating temperature and 
distortion-free stress-relieving treatment, pulse magnetic treatment, is thus applied to the 
plasma ion nitriding process to improve the nitriding result. It should be a distortion-free 
stress-relieving approach.
Second, the plasma ion nitriding process is characterized as a diffusion process. In 
the solid state, the diffusion process is accomplished by bulk diffusion, the diffusion 
through dislocations and grain boundaries. The diffusion rate is then controlled by the 
diffusivity. However, since the grain boundary is nothing else but aggregated dislocations, 
the diffusivity o f grain boundaries can be expressed by the diffusivity o f  dislocations. The 
diffusivity D  is defined as
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where D0 is the diffusivity coefficient independent o f temperature(cm2/sec);
Qa is the activation energy for diffusion(J/mole);
R  is gas constant(cal/mole-K);
7  is the absolute temperature(K).
The effective diffusivity o f a material is given as follows[42,43,44]
D  = Dd + ( l - f ) D g (5 .2)
where Dg is the diffusivity o f grain; Dd is the diffusivity of dislocations.
In this study, it is assumed that the dislocation density is changed due to the pulsed 
magnetic treatment. The diffusion rate of the magnetized material is then changed. The 
effective diffusivity after magnetic treatment can be given as
D ' = D>d + ( l - f ) D g
Since the magnetic field does not affect the grains o f materials, the diffusivity o f grains will 
not be changed. The above equation then becomes
D ' -  D'd + ( l - f ) D g (5 .3)
From Equation (5.2) and (5.3), we find that the change o f effective diffusivity is only from
the change o f dislocation diffusivity after the magnetic treatment.
Since the diffusion depth is proportional to the 4 D t , the nitrided layer and diffusion 
zone can be used to verify the change o f dislocation density. By using this approach, we 
can prove the mechanism of pulse magnetic treatment.
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5.2 Fick's Laws for Diffusion Processes
5.2.1 Fick's First Law[45]
In an isotropic material, the rate o f diffusion, J, across a unit area o f a section normal to 
the diffusion direction is proportional to the concentration gradient in the direction of 
diffusion. It is expressed as
J  = -D V c  (5 .4)
o r , for diffusion in the.y direction
t  -  ^ d c Q M )
'  *  (5.5)
where V is the gradient vector operator o f the form
vy ^  d dV = — + —  + —  (5.6)
dx dy dz
in the rectangular coordinate system; c is the diffusing concentration (mass per unit 
volume).
From Equation (5.4), the diffusion flux approaches zero as the concentration 
become uniform(Vc—»0). The negative sign indicates that diffusing flow occurs in the 
direction of decreasing diffusant concentration.
5.2.2 Fick's Second Law
Fick's first law allows us to calculate the instantaneous mass flow rate past any plane in 
solids but gives no information about the time dependence o f the concentration. By using
Fick's first law and considering the material balance across a volume element o f the
system, Fick's second law can be derived and expressed as
£ - W  (5.7)
I f  D  is independent o f time and position, Equation (5.4) can be put into Equation (5.7) 
giving
where V2 is the Laplacian operator defined as
_ 2  d2 d2 d2 V = — =- + — r- + -
dx dy dz (5 9)
The analytical solutions to the diffusion Equation (5.8) from Fick's second law can 
be easily obtained for a variety o f initial and boundaiy conditions. Since the derivation of 
the equations is described in detail in any standard book[46], only the final form o f the 
solutions are presented here. I f  we only consider that diffusion occurs in the y  direction 
only, the diffusion Equation (5.8) is reduced to
dc _ d2c
dt 02y  (5.10)
The solutions o f this equation are considered for the case o f the two most commonly used 
diffusion sources.
In the case o f diffusion from a instant source at y  = 0 into an initially diffiisant-free 
specimen, the solution o f Equation (5.10) is given by [46]
i y j )  =
M
■e 4Dt
O tD /)^  ( 5 ] 1 )
where M  is the magnitude o f the instant source.
In the case of diffusion from a constant source at y  = 0 into an initially diffusant- 
free specimen, the solution o f Equation (5.10) is given by
yc{y,t) = cQerfc
i j D t . (5.12)
where c0 is the concentration which remains constant for all t > 0. The complementary 
error function erfc is defined as
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Also, from Equations (5.11), (5.12) we find that the diffusion depth is proportion to 4 D t .
5.3 Nail Effect
The diffusion process in solids is normally accomplished by the diffusion through the bulk, 
grain boundaries and dislocations. Because the diffusivity of dislocations is higher than 
the diffusivity o f bulk, it can be said that the depth o f the process in the crystal is 
dominated by the dislocations. However, the density o f dislocations in a crystal is 
extremely high. An annealed metal can typically have dislocation density on the order of 
106 to 108 dislocation lines/cm2.[47] These dislocations are differently oriented and form 
a complicated network in the materials. Considering the material flux through the 
dislocations in the bulk, we can treat this flux as a nail designed to bond the layer 
developed to the substrate. The adhesive force at the interface can be controlled by the 




Figure 5.1 Distribution o f dislocations in material : (a) before magnetization; (b) 
after magnetization.
Experimental study o f magnetic treatment[48] show the improvement o f wear 
resistance due to the better quality o f applied layers. This can be an indication o f the 
influence of bonding on applicational properties. The shaking effect of the pulsed
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magnetic treatment can cause dislocation motion, redistribution, and annihilation. 
According to the study given by [40], the direction of the dislocation motion must be the 
same as the applied field. At the end o f pulse magnetic treatment, many dislocations are 
expected to be aligned with the normal direction o f the surface as shown in Figure 5.1. 
The diffusion result o f these dislocations is shown in Figure 5.2. The black layer 
represents the diffusion source which can be the nitrided layer and diffusion zone. The 
shadow contour around each dislocation is the result o f diffusion in dislocations. In this 
figure, the diffusion source can be recognized as the plate, and dislocations as nails. The 
plate is nailed to the substrate. The adhesive force is enhanced by these nails. Also, if the 
diffusion distribution is uniform at the substrate, the bonding between layers is improved. 




Figure 5.2 Nail Effect.
5.4 Diffusion Through Dislocations
Diffusion through dislocations can be described as mass flow through cylindrical pipes 
distributed in a crystal perpendicular to the surface plane. The dislocation is treated as a 
highly diffusive, semi-infinite isotropic pip with radius a. It is embedded in a low- 
diffusivity, semi-infinite perfect crystal normal to the surface that carries the diffusant. Let 
the r axis be the radius direction which is normal to the pipe surface and the .y-axis normal 
to the free surface, as shown in Figure 5.3. In the diffusion process, material transport
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takes place along the y-axis in the volume of the grain as well as along the dislocation. 
Since the diffusivity within the dislocation is higher than in the crystal, [49] the diffusant 
penetrates much deeper along the dislocation than anywhere else. Consequently, it starts 
leaking through the surface o f the dislocation pipe into the bulk. The total amount of 
diffusant in the crystal is the result of two contributions; one directly from the source and 
the other from the dislocations.
Figure 5.3 Nail model for "Nail Effect".
Let Dg be the diffusion coefficient describing diffusion within the grain, and Dd be 
the diffusion coefficient describing diffusion in the dislocation pipe. Since Dg is much 
smaller than Dd, the contribution o f Dg will decrease much more rapidly with distance than 
the dislocation contribution. As a result, the diffusant comes almost entirely from 
dislocations in the regions far away from the surface.
To derive a diffusion equation for this study, there are some assumptions[50]:
• Fick's law o f diffusion is obeyed both in the grain and the dislocation pipe.
• Dg and Dd are isotropic and independent of concentration, position, and time.
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• The diffusant flow is continuous at the dislocations and grain interface. This 
means that the diffusant concentration and the flux are continuous at r  = a.
•  The diameter o f  the dislocation pipe is so small that the concentration variation in 
dislocation in the r  direction is negligible.
Applying Fick's second law, Equation (5.8), to diffusion within the dislocation and in 
the grain, we can get the diffusion equations for dislocation pipe diffusion in cylindrical 
coordinates. [51] I f  cg and cd represent respectively the concentrations o f diffusant outside 
and inside the pipe o f dislocation, the equations to be solved are
A
for outside the pipe (r > a) and
A
















for inside the pipe (r < a). Both Dg and Dd are assumed to be isotropic and concentration 
independent.
From the third assumption, the continuity at the grain and dislocation interface gives 
rise to the following boundary conditions: [52]
c A a>yj) = cg{a >y,t)
D, dcd{ r ,y j )







Since r is very small and Dd »  Dg, one may combine Equations (5.15) - (5.18) into 
the following single boundary condition for cg.[53]
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dcR{a,y,t) n d \ ( a , y , t ) 2Dg dcg{r,y,t)-  J) _  + .
dt d dy2 ci dr* r=a (5.19)
This equation is derived assuming cd to be radically uniform (independent o f r). The 
first term on the right hand side o f this equation represents the concentration change due 
to diffusion within the dislocation pipe. The second term represents the change due to 
radial leakage o f the diffusant from the dislocation pipe into the adjoining crystal.
There are two types o f diffusion sources: instant and constant sources. In the case 
o f a constant source ,the concentration at the surface is maintained constant at a value for 
all t > 0. The instant source is a case which has a very thin layer o f diflfusiant o f quantity 
M  per unit area and is deposited on the surface at t = 0. The concentration at t = 0 can be 
expressed as
-  o) = 2- M -d{y)  (5 20)
where 2 here is a normalizing constant, and 5(y) is a delta function expressed as
5W=i° (5.2i)
Here we use an instant diffusion source to simulate the conditions o f the nitriding 
process. To obtain the solutions, the single-nail and array-nails model are used. Also 
Fourier-Laplace transform technique are applied to solve the diffusion equations.
5.5 Nail Model for Nail Effect
The nail model is based on concentration distribution o f the dislocation diffusion process. 
Figure 5.3 is a simple sketch for the model. It is known that a dislocation is nothing but a 
pipe in the microstructure. The diffusion rate of dislocation is much higher than other 
diffusion mechanisms. Through dislocations the diffusant can reach deeper into the 
materials. If  the diffusion process only takes place inside the dislocations, the result of 
diffusion is just like putting an object into the material. The diffusant just fills out the
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dislocations. The bonding force between the substrate and the diffusant is not strong. 
However, if the diffusion process takes place not only along the dislocations but also from 
dislocations to the substrate, the bonding force will be enhanced by the result o f diffusion 
from dislocations to the substrate. The concentration distribution along the dislocations 
can be used to represent the bonding forces and show the model for the "Nail Effect".
In this model the diffusant concentration comes from both grain and dislocations. 
Let cg(r, y, t) represent the concentration from the grain and cjr, y, t) represent the 
concentration from the dislocations. The diffusion equations are from Equation (5.14) and
(5.15). The boundary conditions are from Equation (5.16) to (5.18). The initial 





cd{ct,y,t) = cg{ct,y,t) (5.25)
dcd(r,y,i)  = ^  dcg{ r ,y j )
dr g dr (5.26)
dcg(ci,y,t)
dt
52cg(a,y,t)  | 2Dg dcg(r,y ,t)
dy2 a dr (5.27)
Initial conditions
cl(/ = o) = 2 -M -8 (y) (5.28)
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8 O') =
1 y  = 0
,where " [0 y  *  0
To solve the diffusion equations, we use Fourier and Laplace transform techniques 
which were first given by Whipple[54]. The transform of concentration c(r, y, t) is defined 
as
00 00
\|/(r,w ,j) = ^c{r ,y , t)co s(w y)-e~ stdydt (5 .29)
0 0
The term, cos(wy), is used for the instant diffusion source. The concentration c(r,y,t) o f 
the diffiisant in the crystal is then obtained through the inverse transform o f F(r,\\>,s).
J  00  /go
c(r,y ,t)  = — cos(vry)oru' J  \\i(r,w,s)-estds (5.30)
where the path o f the integration over s is to the right o f all the singularities o f Ffr.M'.s). 
Fourier-Laplace transform of Equation (5.13):
Let F{cg(r,y ,t)}  = Fg (r,w,t),  and L,{Fg(r ,y , t ) \  = yyg(r,w,t)
After the Fourier cosine-transform, Equation (5.13) becomes
A




- , , ’F  - 1 % L
8 n dy t=o. dt (5.31)
From the boundary condition, dc(r,y,t)
A
dy
\ d _  
r dr
= 0, the above equation becomes
y=0
V d r  J
- w 2F„ _ dFs
dt
The Laplace transform of the above equation is
A I J L
r dr dr
\ - w  y . = j \ | / _ - F ( /  = 0,w = 0)
(5.32)
(5 .33)
F(t=0,w=0) = 2M  because o f the initial condition. The above equation becomes
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Da = sv|/ - 2  M
(5.34)
This is a modified Bessel differential equation with 0 order. The general solution is
2 M
M/.(r ,w ,s) = AxI 0{kr) + A2Ka{kr) +
k D„ (5.35)
where k 2 =w2 +-D„
and Aj and A2 are constants; I0 and K0 are modified Bessel functions. In this model,
dc,
dr
g  _= 0 when r —> oo. So the above solution becomes
v|/ (r,w,s) = AK0(kr) + - ^ ~
k Da (5.36)
where A is a constant.
Fourier-Laplace transform of Equation (5.14):
Let F{cd(r,y,t)}  = Fd(r,w,t), and L{Fd(r,y,t)}  = \|id(r,w,t)
Using the same method as in the previous derivation, we can get the Fourier-Laplace 
transformed Equation (5.13).
Da 1 d (  d\\id \  2  r —L<L \ - w l \yd
r dr \  dr j
= s y d - 2  M
(5.37)
The general solution of the above equation is
Vrf(r ,W,5) = 5 1/ 0(*V) + fi1A'0(*1r) + 72
2 M
k a , (5.38)
k a = w +■
Da
dcA
where Bj and B2 are constants. Since = 0 when r  -»  0, the above equation becomes
dr
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\|/rf(r,w ,s) = B I0{ k ' r ) + - ^
k  Dd (5.39)
where B is a constant.
The transformed concentration inside and outside dislocations are expressed as 
follow s:
2 M\yg{r,w,s) = AKQ{kr) + 




By considering a very small and D d »  Dg, we can recognize that the concentration
inside the dislocation, cd, is uniform in the r direction. This means that 
cd(r = 0) = cd(r -  a) = cg(r = a ) . It also indicates that only cg has to be determined and
Equation (5.16) then can be used. Taking the Fourier-Laplace transformation on Equation
(5.16), It becomes










, k'21---- 5- A
k 2
a
kKx(ka) + k'2 tJC^ka) (5.42)
Substituting A into Equation (5.36), we have
2 M  2M (A  -  l)w K0(kr)
* D„ * -kK .{ka )  + k'2 AK0(ka)
a
= Vgi(w.«) + V g2^,w ,s) (5.43)
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The first term, y/gl, is the transformed concentration which is contributed from the direct 
volume diffusion, and the second term, y/g2, the radial diffusion from the dislocation pipe. 
The inverse transform o f the first term, y/gh can be easily derived as follows :
-0 0  “ g
-D.tw2
■ cos(ivy)i/»v
2 M  4 D.te g
a/ ^ 7
The inverse transform o f the second term is shown as follows :
1  co  i  00
cg2(r>y>i) = — J cos(wy)—  J  y g2{r,M>,s)es,dw
(5.44)
(5.45)
Let \|/g2(w,s) = 
q(t,w). So
Q, and regard Q as the Laplace transform of some function
with
1 oc/
g(i,a) = —  j Q e ^ ' d i o ^ )
According to a theorem given in Carslaw and Jaeger[55],
D -7 j /s* M  M [o  J
So, we can obtain
FSI(l,w)-e ',D^ \  - i -  \Q e D-k td{Dgk 2)







Changing the order o f the integration and integrating over t lead to
Fg2{ t ^ ) - e wDgt = ~ ^ ^ { e Dgkt - \ ) - ^ g2{r,w,s)-d(Dgk 2) (5.50)
Fg2(t,w) = - 2 M - ( A - l ) - w 2 - e~w2Dg‘
1
•— I  —




Figure 5.4 Integral contour.
The integration is now over k2Dg so that the phase o f k  itself is in the range -7t/2 to tc/2. It 
is confined to the right half o f the complex plane. It is also found that the integrand of 
above equation contains no singularities other than a branch point at the origin. The 
integration will follow Figure 5.4. The line integral can be replaced by the sum of the 
integrals over CD, EF, and the small circle about the origin.
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The integral around the small circle contributes zero because o f the exponential term 
minus one. Let k 2 = u2e'n and the integral along EF is expressed as follows :
i 00 
- 1-
(e~D*u ‘ - \ ) ' K 0\ rue ^
2%i o u2einD„ — ue ^2KX |  tie j + [m V" + (A - 1)w2 jAK0 in /ue /2ci
• 2 ue,nD„du
(5.52)
Since K ^ z e ' ^  = - ^ [ j 0{z)-iY0{z)\ and K ^ z e ^  = ~ e ^ 2[j^{z)-iYx{z)],[S6] the 
above equation becomes





<p' = — uYx{ail) + [(A -  l)w2 - u 2^fQ{ciu)
0' = —uJx(au) + [(A -  l)w2 - u2jJ0(au)
The integral over CD gives minus the conjugate o f above equation
J K M 9 1 +y0(n/)<p']~i{ jG{ru)q>'-Y0{ru)Q'] e '0^ 1 - 1^
|  0'2 +(p'2 ii
Combining all these results, we finally have
Fg2 (t,w) = -2 M '(A  -  l )-w2 • e ~ ^ '  • - ?  eT  [ " I
g2 k J e i2+(pi2 a
2 2 2 2 X (X z oc






x 2 Q  2 ? y ° | z a  
Fg2{t,w) = 4 M - ^ - e ~ x - f -
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a ) cp-^o
^ a - 10 _z2







cp = 2z7j(ctz) + [x2p -  z2a  jyo(az) 
0 = 2zJl (a z) + [*2p -  z2a ]  J0 (az)
Finally cg2 can be derived by Fourier inverse transform of F  2.
o
The concentration outside the dislocations, r > a, is then the sum of cgI and cg2. It is 
expressed as
The concentration inside the dislocations, r < a, is cd(r ,y ,t ) = cg(a,y,t)
Since mean concentration is usually measured in section type experiments, the mean 
concentration of this model is also derived. From the above result we can see the 
concentration is the sum of two terms: cgJ, the concentration in the absence o f any 
dislocations, plus the concentration, cg2, outside a dislocation. Thus the mean 
concentration, (c(y,t)) can be derived as follows
c, {r,y,l) = cgl{r,y,t) + cg2(r,y,t) (5.58)
(c(y, 0 ) = cgl O'»0 + d ■ q(y, t) (5.59)
where d  is the dislocation density(number per j.im) and q(y,l) is defined as
<l(y, 0  = J0° 2 w  • cd (y , t)dr + £°2 tit • cg2 (r, y , t )dr 
= Qi+<Je (5.60)
From the assumption, cd(y,() is the function of y and t. So qt can be derived as
qt = t o t 2 ■ cd (y, t) = rar2 • cg2 (a ,y , /) (5.61)
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qe can be derived as follows 
qe = £ c g2(r,y,t)-2nrdr
8 a  0M
=  ^ P ^ £ j ^ V - ’ cos(V ) * j ^
_ 2 r 2 i ^ \ j S z a - \ - Y Q
l - e  Ja [ \  a )










(<y, 0) = <*, O'. 0 + ** * [ft O'. 0 + O'.0] (5 63)
From the above result, we can find the dislocation density plays an important role in the 
mean concentration. The change o f dislocation density will affect the change o f mean 
concentration distribution. Also the mean concentration is a function o f y. The diffusion 
depth can be represented by the mean concentration distribution.
CH APTER 6 
M ETHODOLOGY
6.1 Material Selection and Specimens Preparation
A list o f selected materials and their chemical compositions is shown in Table 6.1. These 
materials are selected because o f their wide usage in industry. The details o f the specimens
used were as follows:
Table 6.1 Material Compositions.
Materials Compositions(wt. %)
C Si Mn Cr Mo V
AISI D2 1.55 0.3 0.3 12 0.8 0.8
AISIH13 0.38 1.0 0.4 5.3 1.3 0.9
AISI 420 0.38 0.8 0.5 13.6 0.3
A ISID 2 is a high carbon and high chromium tool steel. In this study a cold-worked 
tool steel is used. It is characterized by high wear resistance, high compressive strength, 
and good hardening properties. This type o f material is always recommended for cutting 
tools and forming tools which require veiy high wear resistance and moderate toughness. 
The nitrided D2 can have a hard diffused surface layer which is very resistant to wear and 
erosion, and also improves corrosion resistance.
AISI H I3 is a chromium-molybdenum-vanadium alloy steel. It is characterized by 
good resistance to abrasion, high toughness and ductility, good resistance to thermal 
fatigue, and very limited distortion during hardening. The applications o f this material are 
in tools for extrusion, plastic molding, and punches. The nitriding can enhance the wear 
and erosion resistance. Also nitriding can result in higher surface hardness.
AISI 420 is a chromium-alloyed stainless steel. It has good corrosion resistance, 
good wear resistance, and good stability in hardening properties. It is generally used in all
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types o f moldings, such as injection molds, compression/transfer mold, and extrusion dies. 
The nitriding can improve its wear resistance and surface hardness.
U - 1-  » l
Figure 6.1 Shoe for wear testing.
All samples for the experiment were cut off from the material bar. One surface o f 
the sample was machine ground. This ground surface was designed for wear testing and 
metallurgical observation. The wear testing specimen-shoe was prepared as shown in 
Figure 6.1.
Nitrided Layers
Figure 6.2 Specimen arrangement for metallurgical analysis.
For metallurgical studies, materials are cut into 5 x 5 x 5  mm3 pieces by using a Leco 
CM-20 cut-off machine. The cut-off blade is an aluminum oxide abrasive cutoff wheel. 
When samples were nitrided, the ground surface was placed face up. The specimens were 
mounted primarily for easy handling and for protection during preparation. The material 
for mounting is Lucite. Because the observed surfaces must be flat for microscopic 
observation and taking photo, a special arrangement for specimen mounting is shown in
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Figure 6.2 The ground surfaces from two samples are placed against each other for edge 
protection and layer observation. The mounted samples were then brought to grind and 
polish from 180-800 grid siliconcarbide polishing paper. The fine polishing is done by 
using 5jj. diamond paste in cloth. The samples were then cleaned by using acetone and 
methanol in an ultrasonic cleaner. For optical microscopic observation, the following 
etching solutions were used and are shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Etching solutions for tested materials.
Etchant Compositions Materials Sources
1-5% Nital 1-5 ml Nitric Acid 
95-100 ml Ethanol or Methanol
Tool Steel [57]
Ferric Chloride 7 g FeCl3 
5 ml HC1 
100 ml Ethanol
Stainless Steel [58]
Vilella Reagent 5 ml HC1 





5 ml H2S 0 4 
95 ml H ,0
Stainless Steel [59]
Oxalic Acid 10 g Oxalic Acid 
100 ml H ,0
Stainless Steel [59]
10 ml HC1 
90 ml Methanol
Stainless Steel [59]
6.2. Design of M agneto-Flasma Nitriding Process Param eters
6.2.1 The Optimization of PIN Process Param eters
The PIN process can obtain required surface layers for industrial applications. To achieve 
this requirement, we have to control the process parameters. There are four main process 
parameters to be controlled. They are gas composition, temperature, time and gas 
pressure. These four parameters have different influence on the formation o f the nitriding 
layers.
Gas composition can affect the formation o f the nitride layer but will have less effect 
on the formation o f the diffusion zone. The dependence o f the nitride layers on the gas
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composition is shown in Figure 6.3. Temperature can influence the surface structure. In 
general, case-depth increases with increasing temperature because o f the increase o f 
nitrogen diffusivity. Time is an important parameter affecting both the composition and 
distribution o f surface layers. It also plays a key role in the diffusion process. Gas 
pressure is less important in the formation o f  surface structure than the rest o f the 
parameters. It is found that the concentration o f nitrogen in the surface increases with an 
increase o f pressure in the chamber.
Epsilon a a s Gamma a a s No white laver a a s
60-70%  Nitrogen 15-30% Nitrogen 5-10%  Nitrogen
+ 30-40%  Hydrogen + 70-85%  Hydrogen + 90-95%  Hydrogen
Nitrided Layers
' e layer (Fe 2-3 N)
y layer (F e4N)
ffusfon zo
m
Figure 6.3 The effect o f gas composition on the formation o f layers.
Although many reports have discussed the influence o f these parameters on nitriding 
layers separately[60-63], a thorough consideration o f all parameters to specific material is 
still required. However, to accomplish a complete experimental test for one material is 
tedious and time consuming. It is estimated that around 100 experiments have to be done 
for one material, if three values of each control parameters are selected.
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Table 6.3 The value o f PIN process control parameters.
Parameters Range
Time 6 - 1 0  hours
Temperature 550° - 650°C
Gas Composition 50 - 70% N ,
Pressure 3 - 5  torr
In this study, an orthogonal experimental method is introduced to optimize the PIN 
control parameters. The orthogonal experimental method is a statistical method for the 
arrangement and analysis o f  multi-factor experiments. It is based on the orthogonal theory 
which is derived from the theory of probability and statistics. According to this theory, if 
the orthogonal selection and the combination o f each parameter in each value are given, 
the limited number o f representative tests can give same information as complete testings 
can give. By using the method, the number o f testing can be minimized without losing the 
results. Also, the most important thing is that many factors can be considered 
simultaneously. It can really reflect the relations o f all parameters.










C (% N ,)
1 6 550 3 50
2 8 600 4 60
3 10 650 5 70
Testing
Number
Time Temperature Pressure Gas
Composition
1 tl Tl P2 C3
2 t2 Tl PI Cl
3 t3 Tl P3 C2
4 tl T2 PI C2
5 t2 T2 P2 C3
6 t3 T2 P3 Cl
7 tl T3 P3 Cl
8 t2 T3 P2 C2
9 t3 T3 P2 C3
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The equal distribution and uniform comparability are two aspects o f the orthogonal 
method. By choosing a range o f  testing parameters, we can obtain the equal distribution 
and uniform comparability for both experimental parameters and results. The saving of 
time, energy, material, and labor are considerable for the multi-factor, multi-value testings. 
In the optimization experiment, four parameters are chosen and given three representative 
values. The values of the control parameters for the testing are shown in Table 6.3. The 
arrangement o f these parameters according to orthogonal theory are shown in Table 6.4, 
where time, temperature, gas composition, and gas pressure are represented by t, T, C, 
and P respectively. The detailed derivation o f the orthogonal factors is shown in the 
following chapter.
The testing results are carefully analyzed for the influence on hardness, thickness o f 
layers, and weight gain. This work had been described in [64] by Yang. According to the 
results, it is found that the degree o f influence on nitriding results is time, gas, 
composition, temperature and gas pressure respectively.






M agnetic T reatm ent
(20 cycles)
None Before After
650 65/35 1 2 3
550 65/35 4 5 6
550 25/75 7 8 9
650 25/75 10 11 12
550 5/95 13 14 15
650 5/95 16 17 18
6.2.2 The Design of M agneto-PIasma Nitriding Param eters
The design o f magneto-plasma ion nitriding process parameters is shown in Table 6.5. In 
the PIN process, the control parameters o f treatment time and gas pressure are fixed and 
the temperature and gas composition are varied. Although longer treating time can 
achieve better nitriding results, longer operating time is undesired in industry. The
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designed treatment time, 6 hours, is considered for practical applications. One hour 
preparation, one hour cooling chamber, and 6 hours operating time can fit the standard 
working time shift o f 8-hour days. The gas pressure is fixed because o f its smaller 
influence on nitriding results. The chamber pressure, 3 torr, is chosen because lower 
pressure can ensure more pure gas inside the chamber. Also, this is the efficient range for 
our system. In previous studies, small and large nitrogen concentrations were not used. 
To continue the previous work, different nitrogen concentrations were selected. The 
nitriding temperature can not be high above the transformation temperature or low to 
affect the diffusion process. The selected temperature values are discussed in many 
studies and used for comparison in this study.
The magnetic treatment is applied before and after PIN process. The pre­
magnetized nitriding sample is used to study how pulsed magnetic treatment affect the 
layer formation. The post-magnetized nitriding sample is used to specify the stress 
relieving in the layer. One cycle o f  magnetic treatment is designed for applying one period 
o f positive magnetic field and, thereafter, a period o f negative magnetic field. Because 
various magnetic treatment cycles had been tested, 20 cycles are selected in this study.
6.2.3. Devices and Procedures
The PIN process is performed by using Eltec's Aerovac-TM II multipurpose, metallurgical 
vacuum furnace system[65]. The system includes a vacuum chamber, press frame, 
pressing ram and bottom stationary ram, hydraulic system, 6" diffusion pumping system, 
programmable temperature controller, 80 kvA A.C power supply, 50 kvA high Voltage 
D.C. power supply, and manual gas management system.
The magnetic treatment is done by using the FluxaTron U102 treatment system. 
This unit applies a series of magnetic pulses separately with periods o f zero field. The 
system generates programmed pulsed magnetic fields up to 450 Oersted at frequencies o f 
2 to 30HJ66.67].
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6.3 Characterization of Nitrided Layers 
The nitrided layers and diffusion zone were characterized by optical microscope, Auger 
electron spectroscopy, and microhardness measurements. The detailed descriptions of 
these methods are as follows:
6.3.1 Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)
6.3.1.1 Principle : The principle mechanism involved in AES is that the Auger electrons 
are produced when the incident radiation (photons, electrons, or neutral atoms) interacts 
with an atom with an energy exceeding the necessary energy to remove the inner shell 
electron ( K, L, M ... ) from the atom. This interaction leaves the atom in an excited state 
with a missing inner-shell electron. These excited atoms are unstable. The de-excitation 
occurs immediately and results in the emission o f an Auger electron. As an example, 
Figure 6.4 illustrates this process with incident x-rays [68], When the x-ray is absorbed 
by an inner-shell electron ( K electron in Figure 6. 4 (a) ), the electron is emitted from the 
atom and is termed a photoelectron. The resulting atom with a K electron missing is 
unstable, and de-excitation occurs immediately, resulting in emission o f an x-ray or Auger 
electron.Figure 6.4 (b)
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The Auger electrons escaping into the vacuum are detected by an electron 
spectrometer. The Auger electrons are manifest as small peaks in the total energy 
distribution function N(E), such as in Figure 6.5, which is produced from a stainless steel 
target by a 3keV incident electron beam. The Auger peaks are evident in the N(E) 
function, but become more pronounced by electronic differentiation which removes the 
background disturbances which consist o f backscattered primary electrons and inelastic 
scattered Auger electrons.Figure 6.6 [69]
6.3.1.2 Equipm ent and Procedures : AES instrumentation in its simple form involves a 
vacuum system, an electron gun for primary electron excitation o f the sample, an electron 
spectrometer for energy analysis o f secondary electrons, a secondary electron detector for 
secondary electron imaging, a stage for sample manipulation, and an ion gun for sputter 
removal of atoms from the sample surface[70, 71]. Because the AES technique is surface 
sensitive, an essential requirement is an ultra high vacuum system capable o f an ultimate 
vacuum in the 1CH0 torr range.
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Figure 6.7 Schematic representation o f the PHI Model 550 ESCA/SCM system.
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The system used for AES analysis is a Perkin Elmer PHI 560 
ESCA(XPS)/SAM/MAC system which is located in the Metallurgy Department of 
Stevens Institute o f Technology(Figure 6.7). The specimen prepared for AES analysis is 
cleaned in acetone and methanol separately by an ultrasonic cleaner for about 3 minutes. 
The cleaned specimen is wrapped in aluminum foil for protection and carrying. Before 
Auger analysis, the specimen is sputtered by using 5 keV electron beam for 10 to 20 
minutes in a 2 x 2 mm area to remove the contaminated layers. [72] The AES analysis was 
performed in two steps. The first step used a survey function in the system to gain the 
concentration information for N2, Cr, and Fe in the layer and bulk materials separately. 
The next step used a line scan function to get the concentration profile for specific 
elements from bulk to layer. The way to perform the line scan is shown in Figure 6.8. 
The exciting beam energy is 3keV, 1mA. Each point scanning time is about 3 minutes.
collected.[73] The ratio o f nitrogen peak to iron peak is calculated. This ratio is then 
plotted in the ratio vs. depth relation. According to this profile, the position of layer as 
well as the thickness o f layer can be found.





Figure 6.8 The process o f Auger indentation.
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However, the technique has a limitation. The atomic ratio o f elements in the 
material must be over 10 to 15%. An atomic ratio less then 10 to 15% can not be 
detected. According to Figure 2.5, only the compound layers (e,Y') can be detected. It is 
difficult to show the diffusion zone.
6.3.2 Microscope Analysis
The microscopic observation o f the specimen was performed with the LECO 2001 
Microanalysis Image Analysis System. The system includes a multipurpose metallographic 
microscope, 386 computer system, image analysis processor and peripheral devices. This 
system is a combination o f microscope, computer, image processing and artificial 
intelligence technology.
The prepared specimens are examined under the microscope. The image is received 
from the microscope and bulk materials. The microscopic examination gives us the most 
direct result o f surface structure. A well prepared specimen, proper etching, and adequate 
interpretation are keys to obtain a proper microscopic analysis.
6.3.3 M icrohardness M easurem ent
Microhardness measurement is the most common tool used to  characterize the nitride 
layers. It is used to get impressions o f point hardness variations along the coated layer to 
the bulk materials.
The microhardness measurement was performed by using a LECO Microhardness 
Tester System. The system is composed of a M-400 microhardness tester, a DME digital
micrometer microscope, a monitor and a TR6193 digital printer. The Vickers Knoop
\
hardness measurement was chosen for this study. The applied load was 25g and time 
duration was 15 to 20 seconds. The selected load and duration can make the indentation 
size small enough to measure microhardness in the material and large enough to have 
precise measurement. The error o f each measurement is about ± 5 -10% . The way to
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indents is shown in Figure 6.9. The hardness gradients can be determined by these point 
to point hardness indentations. The approximate thickness o f the developed surface layer 





Figure 6.9 The method to perform microhardness indentation.
A software package, Grapher, was used to make a regression analysis o f the 
hardness profile. A cubic spline, second order, was chosen for the curve fitting.
6.4 W ear Testing Process
The computer controlled wear testing approach described in [74] was developed and 
implemented in the Surface Engineering Laboratory o f the ME department o f  NJIT during 
the period 1984-1989.
6.4.1 W ear Testing Methodology
The wear testing machine is designed on a power loss principle. The power loss 
information is produced by the stator o f the suspended motor. If  the shaft with a roller
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fixed on it is made to rotate, any resistance to shaft rotation will cause the stator o f the 
motor to rotate in a direction opposite to the rotor or shaft rotation. By recording this 
reaction, the losses caused by friction in the area o f load and slide contact between the 
engaged roller and shoe can be found after eliminating the total losses in the standard units 
o f the designed system. This can be expressed as
(6 .1)
where Pf  is power generated by friction force at the load and slide contact area; P, is total 
power spend to compensate the losses in the system; e is efficiency of the total system.
m
Figure 6.10 Schematic o f the suspended motor.
The balanced motor is fixed in the bearings as shown in Figure 6.10. Pj-md Pt can 
be computed if appropriate reactive moment on motor's stator-Mw and friction moment on 
the roller-A</f are defined
M m = Wr * d m =  F ' * rR (6-2)
M f  = F f X r r (6.3)
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where Wr is the reaction o f interaction between rod and stator's bar; dm is the distance o f 
Wr from the rotor axis; iy  is the friction force on the shoe; rr is the radius o f the roller; F  is 
the reactive force generated at the rotor; rR is the radius o f the rotor.
After substituting Equation (6.2) and (6.3) into (6.1) and assuming that N  and Nr are 
speed o f the rotor and roller, consequently we can obtain
Ff x r r x N r Ff x r r x N r 
F x r x N  Wr x d m x N
The total efficiency e of standard units of the system can be assumed as a constant value 
during the test period. Then Equation (6.4) can be rewritten as
(6.5)
(6.6)
I T JT T d  NF f =Wr x —-  x  —  x e
f  r  Nr r
Since
Ff = W x f
where W is the applied normal load on the roller a n d /is  the friction coefficient.
So Equation (6.5) can be expressed as
f  =  K x < L x ^ - x e
W  Yr N r (6.7)
According to the Equation (6.5) and (6.7), the friction force /y  and friction coefficient /
are a function o f Wr and WrfW consequently.
Fj-= gflcWJ (6.8)
f= h (kW r/W) (6.9)
The requested Wr and W /W  values can be obtained from strain gages which are
attached to the stator's bar by preliminary calibration o f the designed system. Calibration
is done by steadily applying known weights in steps on the side o f the motor opposite to
the stator's bar as shown in Figure 6.10. In this case
K ,  = K  dm = Wc dc (6.10)
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with Wc as the calibration weight, and dc as the distance o f the placed weight to the 
motor's axis. The varying strains developed by calibration will result in different signals 
given by the strain recorder to the computer. As the result o f this calibration a calibration 
chart can be developed. Using the calibration chart, a simple computer program can be 
developed to define and analyze the friction force and friction coefficient. This program is 
capable of providing the researcher with requested test data at any moment and can pick 
up the moment when the friction coefficient, friction force, and power losses are 
catastrophically increased; this represents the beginning of catastrophic wear in the area of 
load and slide contact.
6.4.2 W ear Testing M achine
The overall design o f the wear testing apparatus is shown in Figure 6.11. The apparatus 
was designed to measure wear, friction force, friction coefficient and surface finish. It 
consists o f a motor, reducer, load mechanism, output mechanism and a roller-on-shoe 
friction couple.
The roller-on-shoe friction couple was selected to simulate operational conditions. 
The rotor's shaft o f the m otor-(l) is redesigned and suspended between two pillow block 
bearings. One end of this shaft is coupled to a parallel shaft o f gear reducer-(2). The 
other end is connected to a counter-(3) which is capable o f recording test runs. The other 
end o f the reducer is coupled to the shaft-(4) to which the roller-(5) is fixed. A shoe-(6) 
clamped by a shoe holder is designed to perfectly engage with the roller while the load is 
applied. The load mechanism-(7) consists o f a lever system and a linear sliding-pusher. 
The lever system is arranged to have higher output load while a small input load is added. 
The precise linear slider-pusher is used to load the contact area o f the tested specimens. 
The output mechanism includes a bending bar-(8), a set o f strain gages-(9) attached to the 
bar, a strain recorder-(lO), and a computer-(l 1). One end o f the bending bar is fixed to 
the stator and another is fastened to the stopper. The strain gages attached to the bending
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bar and connected to the strain recorder are used to monitor the varying torque o f the 
suspended motor. The strain recorder is used to collect the varying signals from the strain 
gages and feed these signals into the computer which is furnished with a program that can 
automatically analyze and evaluate the power losses, the friction force, and the friction 
coefficient, and print the obtained results.
The programable logic controller-(12)(PLC) was installed on the wear testing 
machine by Yao.[75] The PLC was used to control and monitor the testing procedures. 
It can perform precisely in time, tumning on and off the motor for the sliding test, 
switching lubrication on and off, loading and unloading applied weights, and starting the 
program in the computer to record the data. Once the PLC is intialized, the wear testing 
can be automatically done by executing the step program in PLC. Man-is not requested to 
monitor testing.
6.4.3 Process Control and Procedure
The wear experiments were conducted at ambient temperature and one atmosphere. The 
specimens were tested under boundary lubrication condition by using SAE 10 oil. The 
circumferential velocity of the rotating roller was 0.74 m/sec. The test was run for 30 
minute intervals or a sliding distance o f 1580 m until catastrophic wear occurred. The 
applied nominal load was 95 kg. The efficiency o f the driving system, e, was set to 0.8. 
In each test interval, the roller and shoe were dismounted for the measurement o f wear 
rate and the surface analysis. Before and after examination, specimens were cleaned with 
acetone, weighed with an electron balance (accuracy o f 0.00001 mg) and inspected with 
an optical microscope.
The computer was used to control the process and analyze wear, friction, and power 
losses. Once the above parameters were set and the calibration chart was prepared, the 
whole wear testing process was monitored by the computer and the output data were
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recorded in the disk. As soon as the data were collected, the relationships o f friction force 
and friction coefficient vs. sliding distance were established.
6.4.4 Surface Measurement
The surface measurements were made with a FEDERAL Surfanalyzer System 4000 tracer 
type instrument. Surface measuring takes place before and after the wear testing interval. 
Three traces were taken on each shoe and roller. The places to be measured in each shoe 
and roller were marked for the comparison. Each trace was recorded in the computer. A 
Basic program was used to analyze the recorded data. The results from the running the 
program can give different roughness parameters, such as R^ Tp.
CH APTER 7 
RESULTS AN D DISCUSSIO N
7.1 Selection of Control Parameters for PIN Process
As described in previous section, the orthogonal experimental method is used to optimize 
the PIN process parameters. These parameters are shown in Table 6.4. The procedures 
to obtain the orthogonal values for the testing are presented by using the analysis of the 
maximum hardness for AISI D2 tool steel as an example. All the procedures are 
concluded in the following steps:
1. Calculation o f the range percentage Rp for the max. hardness data (Table 7.1).
100 100Rn = ---------------- = -----------------= 0.159
'  1880-1250
2. Computation of the range value Hi for each max. hardness data .
H \ = R p -Hx =.159x1800 = 286.2
H9 =Rp -H9 =.159x1250 = 198.8
3. Definition o f the scale value I, II, III for parameters.
l ( t  = ^ ) = •!(#,' + / / '+ / / ' )  = -j(286.2 + 278.3 + 298.9) = 287.8
II (t = t2) = ^ ( h '2 +H's + H%) = ^(262.4  + 214.7 + 238.5) = 238.5 
/ / / ( /  = /3) = + h '6 + H9) = -j(238.5 + 230.6 +198.9) = 222.7
l ( T = Tx) = +H '2 +Hj)  = (286.2+ 262.4+ 23 8.5) = 262.4
/ / ( r = r 2) = ^ ( h '4 +H's + H6) = ^(278.3 + 214.7 + 230.6) = 241.2 
/ / / (  T = r3) = + Hs + H9) = -j(298.9 + 23 8.5 +198.9) = 245.4
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/ ( p  = pi) = I + h \  + H'9 ) = -j (262.4 + 278.3 +198.8) = 246.5
/ / ( P  = P2) = -j ( //j + H'5 + H$) = |( 2 8 6 .2 + 214.7 + 23 8.5) = 246.5
IIl(P  = P3) = ^ ( h '3 + H'6 +H'7) = j  (23 8.5+ 230.6+ 298.9) = 256
/ ( C = Ci) = |  j + #6  + # 7 ) = (262-4 + 23°- 6 + 298.9) = 264.0
//(C  = C2 ) = ^ (/^3 + ̂ 4  + 77g) = j(2 3  8.5 + 278.3 + 23 8.5) = 251.8
III{C = C3) = ^{h '1+H'5 +H9) = j(2 8 6 .2  + 214.7 +198.9) = 233.2
4. Rate(R) calculation o f each parameter by subtracting the minimum scale value 
from maximum scale value.
P (/) = / ( / ) -  IIl{t) = 287.8 -  222.6 = 65.2 
R(T) = I ( t ) - I I ( t ) = 262.4-241.2  = 21.2 
R(P) = IIl(P) - l { P )  = 256.0 -  246.5 = 9.5 
R{C) = l{C) -  111(C) = 264.0 -  233.2 = 30.8
Table 7.1 Orthogonal ana ysis o f maximum hardness for A ISID 2 tool steel.
H 1 H? H4 h 7 H fi H ,
Max. Hardness 1800 1650 1500 1750 1350 1450 1880 1500 1250
Range Value 286.2 262.4 22 8.5 278.3 214 .7 230.6 298.9 238.5 198.9
Time Temperature Pressure Composition
I 287.8 262.4 246.5 264.0
II 238.5 241.2 246.5 251.8
III 222.6 245.4 256.0 233.2
R 65.2 21.2 9.5 30.8
Optimized Value 6 hour 550°C 5 torr 50% N,
5. The optimized value o f each parameter (time, temperature, pressure, gas 
composition) for the searching conditions are the largest scale values from I, II, 
or III. The highest influence is defined by the rate calculation R. For example, 
the optimized value of time is 6 hours because I(t=tj) has the largest scale value
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among I(t=tj), II(t=t2), and III(t=t3), where t l512 and t3 are defined in Table 6.4. 
It also can be seen that the highest influence parameter is time because it has the 
largest rate value R (= 65.2). From the calculation we can conclude that the 
process parameters for obtaining maximum hardness are 6 hours, 550°C, 5 torr 
and 50% N2.
The analysis for the selected testing values are conducted by following the above 
steps. Each parameter is carefully analyzed by its influence on hardness, thickness o f  case 
and weight gain. Tables 7.1 to 7.3 show the result o f orthogonal analysis for hardness, 
thickness o f case hardened, and weight gained respectively.
able 7.2 Orthogonal analysis o f case depth for A ISID2 tool steel.
L i L? L3 L 4 Ls h L 7 L r L0
Case Depth(|.im) 120 170 350 110 150 300 190 250 300
Range Value 52.2 73.9 152.2 47.8 65.2 130.4 82.6 108.7 130.4
Time Temperature Pressure Composition
I 60,9 92.8 84 95.6
II 82.6 81.1 97.1 102.9
III 137.7 107.2 100 82.6
R 76.8 26.1 16 20.3
Optimized Value 10 hour 650°C 5 torr 60% N ,
Table 7.3 Orthogonal ana ysis of weight gain for A ISID 2 tool steel.
W, w 7 w 3 w 4 w s w 7 WS w 9
Weight Gain(%) .101 .160 .137 .163 .159 .199 .152 .148 .262
Range Value 62.5 98.8 84.4 100.4 98.3 122.9 93.6 91.3 162.6
Time Temperature Pressure Composition
I 85.49 81.9 120.6 105.1
II 96.1 107.19 92.2 92.02
III 123.3 115.8 62.1 107.8
R 37.81 33.9 28.5 15.78
Optimized Value 10 hour 650°C 3 torr 70% N,
If  we only consider the hardness in nitriding, we should chose lower temperature, 
short time, less nitrogen percentage and higher pressure. Also time is the parameter which
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causes the biggest change in microhardness. The pressure parameter has less influence on 
the microhardness.
However, the microhardness is not the only surface property with which we are 
concerned, we should also consider the contribution from other process parameters and 
their interrelation to these properties. Table 7.2 and 7.3 give us a general idea if  we only 
consider, for example, deeper case thickness, we must choose 10 hour, 650°C, 5 torr, 
60% N2; if we want to obtain better weight gain, we can select 10 hour, 650°C, 3 torr, 
70% N 2. In both cases, time is a very important factor to influence the obtained results.
Table 7.4 collects all final optimized process parameters for three different materials.











Microhardness 6 550 5 50
AISI D2 Case Thickness 10 650 5 60
Weight Gain 10 650 3 70
Microhardness 6 550 5 50
AISIH13 Case Thickness 10 650 3 70
Weight Gain 10 650 3 70
Microhardness 6 550 5 50
AISI 420 Case Thickness 10 650 3 70
Weight Gain 10 650 3 70
7.2 Nitrided Layer Characterization
The case o f the nitrided material can be distinguished into three layers, s, y \ and diffusion 
zone. These layers are very difficult to verify because o f its diffusion nature. In this study, 
the optical microscopy, Auger Electron Spectrum analysis, and microhardness 
measurement are used to characterize the nitrided layers and diffusion zone.
Microhardness measurement is the most common tool used to characterize the 























Depth (m m )
Figure 7.1 Microhardness profile along the hardened case.(AISI H I3 tool steel; 6 
hours, 600°C, 4 torr, 55 % N2 PIN process parameters)
Figure 7.2 Nitrided layer microstructure o f AISI D2 tool steel.
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Microhardness data is then collected. The second order cubic spline interpolation is 
applied to these data to plot the microhardness profile along the case depth. According to 
the profile in Figure 7.1, the layers can be specified.
However, there are a few disadvantages o f  this method. The precision o f the 
measurements is affected by the size o f the indenter. Since the dimension with which we 
are concerned is about one micrometer, the indenter can not be very large. Also the 
distance between two indentation marks can not be too close. If  two indentions are too 
close, this will affect obtaining hardness data. Another disadvantage is the difficulty in 
measuring a near-edge microhardness. Due to the applied load from indentation, cracks 
may be initiated at the range close to the edge and result in low microhardness . 
Sometimes we can find the near-edge microhardness has much smaller hardness than the 
interior zone. It contradicts what we expect. The homogeneity o f grain size in the 
material can also influence the measurement o f microhardness. As can be noticed from the 
microstructure o f the AISI D2 , Figure 7.2, the grains with white color can effect the 
results o f indentation. The microhardness can be different if the indentation is made on 
those grains. The last problem is the specimen preparation. If the observed surface is not 
flat, the indentation mark will be difficult to focus. This will affect the measurement. To 
define the thickness o f layers, these concerns must be taken into account. Nevertheless, 
the microhardness measurements can give the main information of the layer condition, we 
still need to use other methods to double check and prove the existence o f nitrided layers.
Figure 7.3 and 7.4 show the microstructure o f nitrided AISI H13 and AISI 420 
steels. By using the proper etching process, we can easily find different microstructures 
for the nitrided layer. For AISI H I3 , the white layers indicate layers with the highest 
hardness. Inside this layer, we also can find the coarse and fine microstructures. Between 
these layers and bulk material, a layer with the darkness fading away and the feather 
formation can be found. From all the layers we find, we can define these layers as s layers, 
6+y' layers, y' layers, and diffusion zone, respectively. The e layers are always white under
Figure 7.3 Nitrided layer microstructure o f AISI H2 tool steel.
Figure 7.4 Nitrided layer microstructure o f AISI 420 stainless steel.
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the optical microscope. It is also the hardest structure in the nitriding process. Because of 
the diffusion process, between the s and y' layers, the mix o f  these two phases is also 
expected. The fading darkness under the microscope shows that the nitrogen 
concentration decreased along the case depth.
However, the way we define layers depending on the etched microstructure is 
strongly related to experience and luck. The microstructure can be different using 
different etching solutions. Even using the same etching solution, the microstructure o f 
the same nitride layer can be different under the microscope, as shown in Figures 7.2 and
7.3.
The image o f the microstructure is related to the elements in the material. The 
etching solutions have different chemical reactions with different elements in the metals. 
These can increase the difficulty in defining the layers.
Another important factor in defining layer thickness is the etching time. Under­
etching will not give etching solution enough time to react with the material, but over­
etching may lose the details of the layers microstructure. The etching approach may 
increase one layer's thickness at the expense o f decreasing another layer's thickness and 
can mislead the observer in layer thickness measurement.
The method of Auger Electron Spectroscopy(AES) is a very precise technique to 
obtain information about kinds o f elements in the microstructure. At specific electron 
beam energy, we can only find a specific element. It is just like a fingerprint for the 
element. The AES collects the number o f atoms which release the same energy and plots 
as AES peaks shown in Figure 6.5. The ratio o f these peak amplitudes can give the 
atomic percentage o f the element in material. For example, the auger peaks o f nitrogen 
and iron can be found at electron energies 379 keV and 703 keV respectively, as shown in 
Figure 6.5. Taking the differential o f the curve in Figure 6.5, we can find both peak and 
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Figure 7.5 Layers characterization by microstructure, microhardness distribution, 
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Figure 7.6 Layers characterization by microstructure, microhardness distribution, 












peak ratio o f nitrogen to iron is 18.1. Going to the atomic percentage scale o f Fe-N 
equilibrium diagram, we can define that for such peak ratio 18.1 we have y' phase.
Although AES can precisely define the element's weight ratio in the material, it can 
not define an element whose weight ratio is less then 5%. Unfortunately, the diffusion 
zone o f the nitride layer is in this range. The nitrogen in the diffusion zone can not be 
detected by this method.
All mentioned methods are used to describe and to confirm obtained layers. The 
microhardness measurements can generally show layer distribution, but the AES method 
can clearly define and confirm the type o f compound layers. The microstructure of the 
nitrided layers can define the s+y' layers, and the diffusion zone distribution, but the 
microhardness measurement can confirm the diffusion zone obtained by using the above 
three methods as shown in Figure 7.5 and 7.6.
7.3 The Effect of Gas Composition and Tem perature on PIN Process
7.3.1 Tem perature
Because of the practical considerations, the time and gas pressure of the PIN process are 
fixed in the following experiment. The temperature and gas composition are then left for 
further study. Both parameters are studied for the effect on the structure and properties of 
diffusion layers.
According to the result from the optimization experiment, temperature is the next 
most important parameter in PIN process. Figures 7.7 to 7.9 show the microstructure, 
and microhardness-depth curves relationship for different obtained testing materials.(See 
also Appendix A)
In general, the case depth is increased with the increasing o f temperature over a 
fixed time. This is due to the increase of nitrogen difTusivity. The diffusion o f nitrogen 
becomes more rapid and the hardened case tends to get deeper but not so hard on the 
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Figure 7.7 Variation in the microstructure and microhardness o f the nitrided layer
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Figure 7.8 Variation in the microstructure and microhardness of the nitrided layer
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Figure 7.9 Variation in the microstructure and microhardness o f the nitrided layer
at different temperature for AISI 420 stainless steel (65% N2> 6 hours, 3 torr): (a)
650°C; (b) 550°C.
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diffusion zone are thicker than at 550°C, but the overall microhardness is less than at 
550°C.
For tool steels, AISI D2 and H I3, we find that the compound layers, e and y' layers, 
at 650°C , are thicker than at 550°C. From the microstructure o f specimens treated at 
650°C, the compound layers can be easily observed. At the same time, from the 
microstructure o f specimens treated at 550°C, the compound layers are not so easily 
defined. We also can see that the s layers(white layers) do not exist in some specimens at 
550°C temperature. This can be explained by the different diffusivity rate at both 
temperatures. At high temperature, the diffusion of nitrogen into the iron is easy and fast. 
More nitrogen can diffuse into the iron and support the formation o f the nitride layers. At 
low temperature, e layer is also formed at the beginning, but it can not grow and exist 
constantly throughout the process. Because the e layer is an unstable phase, it always tries 
to transform into the y' layer. However the nitrogen supply is not quick enough to 
maintain the nucleation and growth o f the e phase. This results in the thin or no s layers 
found on the surface. Only s + y' and y' layers can be found at low temperature. This kind 
of result also can be found at 650°C and the low gas composition situation.
The lower hardness at 650°C is due to the tempering and softening o f material. The 
hardness can be reduced at higher temperature due to further tempering o f  the matrix and 
precipitation process.
For AISI 420 stainless steel, the case depth obtained at 650°C is thicker than at 
550°C, but the compound layers at 550°C are deeper than at 650°C. Also there are only e 
or e + y' layers, and diffusion zone that can be observed at 550°C. At low temperature, 
because the diffusivity is low, nitrogen is reacting with chromium and is forming a hard 
chromium nitride. Because o f the formation o f hard chromium nitride, the surface formed 
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Figure 7.10 Variation in the microhardness and microstructure of the nitrided layer 
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Figure 7.11 Variation in the microhardness and microstructure o f the nitrided layer
at different nitrogen concentration for AISI HI3 tool steel (650°C, 6 hours, 3torr):
(a) 65% N2; (b) 25% N2; (c) 5% N2.
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Figure 7.12 Variation in the microhardness and microstructure o f the nitrided layer
at different nitrogen concentration for AISI 420 stainless steel (650°C, 6 hours,
3torr): (a) 65% N2; (b) 25% N2; (c) 5% N2.
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7.3.2 Gas Composition
The dependence o f case depth and microstructure from gas composition is shown in 
Figures 7.10-7.12.(See also Appendix B) It is found that the gas composition has strong 
influence on the formation of nitride layers, but it has indirect influence on the nitride layer 
hardness.
The gas used in the PIN process is composed of N2 and H2. Nitrogen is used as the 
active diffusant for the PIN process and hydrogen is used to control nitrogen density 
during treatment and to act as a catalyst for the process. The volume percentage o f the 
nitrogen used in the process are 65, 25, and 5%.
The testing results in Table 7.8 show that the case depth increases with the increase 
o f nitrogen composition. The s and y' layers in 65% N2 are thicker than in the 25% N2. 
With higher nitrogen concentration, the possibility o f nitrogen diffusion into the material is 
increased. At 5% N2 gas composition, the s layer is seldom found for all three materials. 
According to the N-Fe phase diagram, to develop a normal nitriding surface, which has 
the e, y' phases and diffusion zone, the nitrogen weight percentage must be over 6%. 
Supplying insufficient nitrogen mixed gas will result in difficulty in forming the compound 
layers. From the test results it is found that the speciman treated in low nitrogen 
concentration has thinner compound layers than the one in higher nitrogen concentration.
7.4 Role of Magnetic Field in Magneto-Plasma Ion Nitriding
7.4.1 Cycle Effect of Applied Magnetic Field
Table 7.5 shows the case depth and maximum microhardness for different magnetization 
treatments. The magnetization number of cycles used in this study were 20, 40, and 60. 
Also, the magnetization was applied to the specimen before, after, and before-after the 
plasma nitriding treatment. The parameters for the PIN process were chosen from the 
optimization approach shown in Table 6.5. These parameters were purposely selected to 
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Figure 7.13 Microhardness profile for post-magnetized AISI H13 tool steel.
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Figure 7.14 Microhardness profile for pre-magnetized AISI H13 tool steel.
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From the testing results, we can find that the increase o f magnetization number of 
cycles decreases the maximum microhardness for the post-magnetized specimen and 
decreases the case depth for the pre-magnetized specimen. A plot o f microhardness 
versus depth for the AISI H13 stainless steel magnetized by 20, 40, 60 cycles after 
nitriding is given in Figure 7.13. If  we only consider the overall microhardness, this figure 
shows that the specimen magnetized by 60 cycles has the smallest overall microhardness 
and the specimen magnetized by 20 cycles has the largest overall microhardness. The 
decrease o f layer overall micro hardness is due to the "Nail Effect". It is known that the 
residual stresses can be generated during the nitriding. The residual stresses are the result 
o f microstructure disorder. In microstructure, the disordering comes mainly form the high 
density o f dislocations. The material with high density dislocation exhibits higher 
microhardness. Due to the shaking effect coming from the magnetization and 
demagnetization, the microstructure o f the material can be rearranged. The dislocations 
are forced to shift by magnetization shaking. As the result o f shaking, the density of 
dislocations is reduced. The larger amount o f magnetization cycles has a longer shaking 
effect on material. The materials experience better relaxation. This should result in 
reducing the amount o f dislocations and then lower the microhardness in microstructure.
Figure 7.14 is a plot of microhardness versus depth for the AISI H13 tool steel 
magnetized by 20, 40, and 60 cycles before the nitriding. From this figure and Table 7.5, 
we can find that the case depths for 20 ,40, and 60 magnetization cycles are 230 pm, 210 
pm, and 190 pm respectively. Since the magnetization was applied before the nitriding 
process, the structure of the specimen had experienced the relaxation. The density o f 
dislocations is reduced. As the result o f this reduction the rate o f diffusion process which 
is controlled by the amount o f dislocations will be reduced. If the microstructure has 
ahigher density of dislocations, the diffusion process can take place more easily and 
quickly. In PIN, the growth of layer is related to the nitrogen diffusion into the material. 








Figure 7.15 The definiation o f case depth and layer distribution.
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applying the magnetization process with higher magnetization cycles before nitriding 
should decrease the case depth.
7.4.2 Pre-magnetized and Post-magnetized PIN Approach
From previous section, we know that applying the magnetization process before and after 
the nitriding process will affect case depth and overall microhardness o f the nitrided layers 
respectively. The case depth is used as a term for total depth o f formed layers. Figure 
7.15 includes the thickness of e, s-fy', y' layers and diffusion zone. The thickness of each 
defined layer and the effect of magnetization on layer formation are shown in Tables 7.6 to 
7.8.
As can be seen from Tables 7.6 - 7.8, the case depth formation, white layer(e), mix 
layer(e+y'), second layer(y'), diffusion zone, and microhardness depend on different PIN 
process parameters. At high temperature, all layers can be clearly defined for all testing 
materials. The pre-magnetized materials have smaller compound layers than non­
magnetized and post-magnetized materials. But the diffusion zone in the pre-magnetized 
materials is larger than under other treatments. At low temperature, the layers are not so 
easily defined. The e phase has disappeared in most o f the tests The mixing zone(s+y') 
and y1 layers are blended. The microhardness profiles o f the tests show that the change of 
overall microhardness only takes place in the range o f compound layers. The 
microhardness of the diffusion zone has an exponential relationship and depends on 
nitrogen concentration.
The reasons for smaller compound layers and larger diffusion zone for pre- 
magnetized specimens are related to the "Skin Effect" o f the magnetization process. As 
mentioned in chapter 4, the induced magnetic field is a function o f the depth. It is the 
surface which first reaches the saturation magnetization. The saturation magnetization 
gradually moves into the material, The shaking or the "Nail Effect" has the same influence 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































relaxing. However, in this experiment, the chosen magnetization cycles may only 
influence the depth o f compound layer formation. Although it should be noticed that the 
case depth controlled by the PIN process parameters is always deeper than the layer depth 
affected by magnetization. The depth of saturation magnetization is in the range of 
compound layer thickness. Considering the complexity o f the dislocations in the non­
magnetized material and the reordered dislocations arrangement in magnetized material, 
we can conclude that inside the skin depth the diffusion process is slow. The formation of 
the compound layer is then lagged. However the diffusion process beyound the skin depth 
could be performed in a manner similar to that in the non-magnetized material. During the 
same nitriding time, the compound layers in pre-magnetized material are not as deep as the 
non-magnetized material, but the diffusion zone in the pre-magnetized material may be 
thicker than for non-magnetized material.
However, the compound layer formation and diffusion zone have little differences at 
low nitrogen composition and low temperature treatment. At low temperature, because of 
reduced diffusion rate, the difference o f layer thickness and diffusion zone is very small. 
Similar result also can be observed in the case o f low nitrogen concentration.
From the plots o f microhardness versus depth, we can also realize the influence of 
the "Skin Effect". The microhardness of the compound layer is reduced for the pre- 
magnetized specimen, but the microhardness o f the diffusion zone and bulk material for 
the pre-magnetized specimen has the same microhardness as the non-magnetized 
specimen. If  we want to have a deeper shaking effect o f the magnetization, we have to 
increase the number o f magnetization cycles.
7.5 Nail Model for M agneto-Plasma Ion Nitriding
In section 5.5, we mathematically derived a nail model for the "Nail Effect". In this 
model, a diffusant concentration in material is composed from concentration distribution 
o f inside and outside nails or dislocations. However the diffusion rate inside the nails is
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much higher than outside the nails. It is assumed that the concentration is the same in r 
direction, Figure 5.5, cd{y,0,t) = cd{y,a,t) ,  and then cd{y,a,t) = cg{y,a,t) .  So the
outside concentration distribution is what we are concerned with. The outside 
concentration distribution is not only the complicated problem and should be solved, but 
also it influences the treatment results, such as the properties o f coating and wear 
resistance.
The concentration outside nails, cg(y,r,t) ,  is derived in Equation (5.58) and is 
shown as follows
volume diffusion and the second term cg2(r i,p ,/)  is from diffusion through dislocations. 
Since in this study time t is a constant, in fact cgl( r |,/)  is a function o f r| only and 
Cg2 ( r i ,p ,/)  is the function o f r\ and p. In here, r| and p represent the depth and radial 
length respectively.
To analyze the distribution o f the concentration, a numerical program (see Appendix 
D) is developed according to above equation. The constants in the equation are given as 
follows, a  = 0.001, fi = 100, A = 105, Dg = 1, t = 21600 sec.[76] It has to be noted that 
all constants are dimensionless in the equation. Also, from the constants given above, the 
derived radius of dislocations is about 10'1 pm.
From the iteration result, it is found that when rj < 4, the concentration is mostly 
from cgl. When r| > 4, cg2 gradually increases. As r| keep increaseing, the concentration
cg{r,y,t) = cgX{r,y,t) + cgl{r,y,t)
j  x2e x cos( rp;)<A:J
p j  x 2e *2 cos(rpc)fibcj
r
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Figure 7.16 The variation of concentration along depth(r|).
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Figure 7.17 The variation o f concentration along radial distance(p).
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Figure 7. 18 The concentration distribution along the radial distance when 
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Figure 7. 20 Isoconcentration line in depth and radial directions.
Figure 7.21 A profile for "nail" in 3 dimensional view for mean concentration 
<c> = 0.001
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contributed from cgl becomes less and almost disappears. This indicates that the 
concentration near the surface is influenced by volume diflusion. The concentration at the 
points which are away from the surface is related to the diflusion from dislocations.
Figure 7.16 and 7.17 show the change of concentration along r\ and p. From both 
figures the exponential relationship for concentration to depth and radial distance can be 
found. Although lines in Figure 7.17 looks like straight lines, in fact they have an 
exponential character. If  we reduce the scale in the y  direction, the exponential line as 
shown in Figure 7.18 can be obtained. This is due to a very small change o f concentration 
along the radial direction. The range o f these change is between lO 3 to 107. This also 
can be observed in Figure 7.16 in which all the lines are stacked. Figure 7.19 is a 3- 
dimensional representation of concentration distribution from the surface. From this 
figure we can see how concentration is distributed along the nails. Figure 7.20 shows the 
iso-concentration line along the depth(ri) and radial distance(p). According to this figure, 
a 3-dimensional surface, Figure 7.21, can be constructed by sweeping the profile of Figure 
7.20 over 360°. From the constructed picture, we can see that the concentration 
distribution along the nail has a conical shape with an exponential profile. We are calling 
this profile "nail".
Figures 7.22 to 28 show the comparison o f mean concentration <c> from the nail 
equation and Le Claire result. [77] It is found that when the dislocation density is less than 
0.01, both mean concentrations are almost the same. We can conclude that when the 
dislocation density is less than 0.01, the nail model perfectly fits the Claire model. From 
the above figures, the mean concentration for high dislocation density is higher than mean 
concentration for low dislocation density at the same depth. This indicates that the 
diflusion depth for high dislocation density is larger than for low dislocation density. Also 
from the curve of Figures 7.22 and 28, the mean concentration distribution for high 
dislocation density is linearly decreased with an increase o f depth. But the mean 
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Figure 7. 22 Mean concentration distribution along depth(ri) for Nail model 
and Le Claire model at dislocation density d = 1000.
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Figure 7. 23 Mean concentration distribution along depth(ri) for Nail model 
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Figure 7. 24 Mean concentration distribution along depth(r|) for Nail model 
and Le Claire model at dislocation density d = 10.
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Figure 7. 25 Mean concentration distribution along depth(r)) for Nail model 
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Figure 7. 26 Mean concentration distribution along depth(ri) for Nail model 
and Le Claire model at dislocation density d = 0.1.
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Figure 7. 27 Mean concentration distribution along depth(ri) for Nail model 
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Figure 7.28 Mean concentration distribution along depth(r[) for Nail model 
and Le Claire model at dislocation density d = 0.0001.
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Figure 7.29 Mean concentration distribution for (a) high dislocation density, 
(b) low dislocation density.
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increase o f depth. The mean concentration distribution for high dislocation density and 
low dislocation density could be constructed as shown in Figure 7.29. We can find that 
the diffusion process in a high dislocation density is strongly affected by the interaction of 
dislocations. A deep and homogeneous diffusion zone can be found. At low dislocation 
density the diffusion process along dislocations can not be affected by other dislocations. 
Although the diffusion zone is smaller than in high dislocation densty, the nail character of 
the diffusion looks more significant.
7.6 Wear Evaluation
7.6.1 Friction Coefficient for Wear Testing Process
As we discussed earlier, the developed computer controlled wear testing machine and 
methodology are able to pick up and to record the friction moment, friction coefficient, 
wear, and wear rate during the friction test. The detail calibration work is described in 
[25], The calibration has to be performed before the tests in order to obtain the constant 
K in Equation (6.8) and (6.9). The calibration charts represent the dependence o f friction 
coefficient and friction force versus strain gage readings shown in Figures 7.30 and 7.31. 
From these charts, equations o f these relations can be derived and then put into the 
program. Once the strain gage readings are picked up, the computer can directly obtain 
the friction information by running the program.
Figure 7.32 (a)-(d) shows the variation o f friction coefficient during the wear testing 
for AISI H I3 tool steel. The testing conditions are as follows:
Load : 216 lb.
Sliding speed : 277.8 rpm.
Time : 150 mins.
Distance : 2 x 10s in
As can be noticed from friction force - sliding distance relationship shown in the 
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Figure 7.30 Calibration chart for friction coefficient versus strain readings.
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stages during the wear test. In the running-in stage, we can see the dramatic increase of 
the friction force. This is due to the two unmatched surfaces being brought together. A 
larger shear force is required to remove the irregularities on the surface. The second 
stage, steady-state stage, has a steady increase o f friction force. The curve in this range is 
smooth. This is due to the perfect match o f surface condition o f the wear couple. Finally, 
we can see a rapid increase o f the friction forces in the last stage. This indicates the 
approach o f the catastrophic stage of wear. The surfaces o f two engaged wear 
components are destroyed in this stage. So we call this stage catastrophic wear.
From Figure 7.32 (a)-(d), we also can find the wear resistance o f the tested 
specimens with AISI HI 3 tool steel and PIN treated at different magnetization conditions. 
By observing the time to reach catastrophic stage, we can see that the magnetized 
specimens have better wear resistance than non-magnetized specimens. Also, the 
specimens treated by higher number magnetization cycles have better wear resistance.
Table 7.9 Testing parameters and specimen symbols for group 1.
M aterials









4 6 650 3 55/45
6 8 600 3 70/30
8 6 600 4 55/45
Material 4, 6, 8 
Magnetized
Magnetic Treatment Parameters
20 cycles 40 cycles 60 cycles
Before MB1 MB2 MB3
After MAI MA2 MA3
Both MCI MC2 MC3
7.6.2 W ear Rate
Since wear testing was conducted to study the wear behavior of differently treated 
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Figure 7.33 Wear rate o f nitrided and non-nitrided AISI D2 tool steel.
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Figure 7.35 Wear rate for pre-magnetized and nitrided AISIH13 tool steel.
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Figure 7.36 Wear rate for post-magnetized and nitrided AISI H13 tool steel.
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of specimens was prepared for studying the effect of magnetization treatment. The 
parameters o f the treatment and symbols for the specimens are shown in Table 7.9. The 
second group o f specimens was prepared to study the influence o f gas composition on 
wear resistance. The symbols and parameters for the specimens are shown in Table 7.10. 
This group of tests also can give the information about wear behavior o f the pre­
magnetized and post-magnetized specimens. The material used for wear testing are AISI 
D2 and H13 tool steels for group 1 and AISI H13 tool steel for group 2. For the wear 
testing couple, rollers are made from AISI 4320 alloy steel and shoes are made from AISI 
D2 and H I3 tool steels.
Figures 7.33 and 7.34 show the wear rate of the nitrided and un-nitrided specimens 
done from D2 and H I3 tool steel. All untreated specimens were quickly worn out or 
destroyed in the first 15 minutes. But the nitrided specimens provided wear resistance for 
more than 3 hours. Comparison of wear rate for these specimens shows that during the 
first 15 minutes o f the test the wear resistance of PIN treated D2 steels is improved about 
25 times and for PIN treated H13 specimens about 70 times.
Figures 7.35 and 7.36 show the wear rate for pre-magnetized and post-magnetized 
HI 3 respectively. From Figure 7.35, we can find that the running-in period extended from 
15 minutes for 20 cycles to 1 hour for 60 cycles. This is thought to be the result o f the 
"Nail Effect" from the magnetization process. The "Nail Effect" is stronger and deeper for 
the higher magnetization cycles. During the magnetization process, dislocations are 
shifted and eliminated. The rearranged dislocations are distributed in the structure. The 
possibility o f the interaction between dislocations is reduced. With higher magnetization 
cycles, the rearrangement is deeper and the interaction is less. Once nitrogen diffuses into 
the structure, the arranged dislocations act like nails: the layer is closely attached to the 
next layer or bulk material. So the pre-magnetized specimens with higher magnetized 
cycles have better wear resistance.
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Also from the total weight loss during the running-in stage, we can observe that the 
nitrided case is thicker in low magnetization cycles. This confirms the result o f layer 
formation mentioned in the previous section. In post-magnetization cases, the total weight 
loss in the running-in stage are the same for all specimens. This is due to the same case 
depth formed under the same nitriding process. Residual stresses are diminished by the 
magnetization process. From the test results obtained from the post-magnetized 
specimen, we find that the specimen with less residual stresses has better wear resistance. 
Figure 7.36, as an example, shows that the specimen treated by higher magnetization 
cycles has less weight loss in the first 15 minutes than the others. Due to the nail effect, 
the density o f dislocations is reduced and the interaction between dislocations is also 
decreased. The microstructure has less defects in the material. The shear force generated 
from friction forces can not so easily initiate the defects to tear the material away. So it 
has less weight loss than the other.
The dependence o f wear resistance from layer properties obtained at different gas 
composition o f PIN process are shown in Figure 7.37. The 65 % N 2 nitrided specimen 
has better wear resistance than the 25% N2 nitrided specimen. As can be seen from 
microstructures obtained in the previous section, the higher nitrogen concentration gas 
forms a thicker e layer and y' layers than lower nitrogen concentration treatment. 
Because the s layer has higher microhardness, the wear resistance o f this layer is better 
than the other layers. The thicker e layer can prolong the weigh loss at the beginning. For 
the 5% nitrogen nitrided specimen, there is no e layer on the surface, so the weigh loss at 
the beginning is the highest.
Figures 7.38-40 are wear results for pre-magnetized and post-magnetized specimens. 
In general, we find that the wear rate of the pre-magnetized specimen is less than the post­
magnetized specimen in the first 15 minutes. Also the magnetized specimens have a lower 
wear rate than non-magnetized specimens. This result also is true for the specimens of 
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Figure 7.37 Wear rate for different nitrogen concentration of AISI HI 3 tool steel.
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Figure 7.39 Wear rate for 25% nitrogen concentration o f AISI HI 3 tool steel.
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Figure 7.40 Wear rate for 5% nitrogen concentration o f AISI HI 3 tool steel.
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specimen, and release the residual stresses for the post-magnetized specimen. From these 
results, they show that the magnetization process applied before nitriding has better effects 




In this work a new surface treatment process, magneto-plasma ion nitriding, was 
developed and studied. This process was developed to increase durability and wear 
resistance o f working surfaces o f different machine components.
To perform this study the following methods were used : image analyzing approach 
for microstructure study, scanning electron and Auger microscopy; computer-controlled 
microhardness study; surface finishing measurement with the program for evaluation of 
coating surfaces; orthogonal method for optimization o f process parameters and layers 
development, and wear resistance methodology.
During this work, plasma ion nitriding and magnetic treatment equipment were set 
up. The process parameters were developed, optimized and selected. Surface layers were 
characterized and studied. The influences of different process treatment parameters, such 
as temperature, gas composition, magnetization treatment, on layers properties were 
studied. Wear testing methodology was designed and developed. The computer- 
controlled wear testing machine was designed, manufactured, assembled, and 
implemented. The wear resistance o f machine components was tested by using the 
designed machine.
The following results were obtained during this study :
Selected orthogonal experimental method helped us to chose the process parameters, such 
as time, temperature, pressure, and gas concentration, for obtaining the desired nitriding 
results. As an example the result o f orthogonal analysis for treated AISI D2 tool steel to 
obtain better weight gain during the nitriding process, the selected process parameters are 
10 hours, 650°C, 3 torr, and 50% nitrogen concentration. Also we defined which process 
parameters are needed to obtain desired properties o f deposited layers.
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Image analysis provided the microstructure o f all deposited layers obtained at the 
selected process parameters. These layers are shown in the Appendix A to C. Each layer 
represents a specific phase in the microstructure, such as e, y', and the diffusion zone. All 
microstructures were analyzed and the microhardness distribution profiles were obtained. 
Auger and scanning electron microscopy analysis clearly defines the type o f deposited 
compound layers, such as s, y1, or s+y' layers. The optical microscopy analysis 
distinguishes the compound layers and diffusion zone.
The developed case-depth increases with the increase in temperature for nitriding 
treatment. However the overall microhardness inside the case-depth decreases with 
increase in temperature. Increasing nitrogen concentration has a beneficial effect on 
forming compound layers. To form s and y' compound layers, the nitrogen concentration 
should be at least 25%. At low nitrogen concentration the e layer does not form even at 
high temperature.
The specimens treated with longer magnetization duration experience deeper and 
longer structure relaxation. Because of the stress relaxation, the microhardness o f the 
long-treated structure is smaller than the short-treated specimens. The case-depth of 
specimens decreases with the increasing duration o f magnetic treatment.
It is found that the pre-magnetized process influences formation o f compound layers 
and nitrided case depth but does not affect the residual stresses on the surface. At the 
same time, the post-magnetized process does not influence compound layers formation but 
reduces the residual stresses in the case.
As a result o f this work, the "Nail Effect" was discovered and the mechanism of 
magneto-plasma ion nitriding process was developed. Because o f the relocation and 
elimination o f dislocations after magnetization and demagnetization, dislocations are 
reoriented with respect to the treated surface. Most probably, dislocations are oriented in 
a direction normal to the surface. These dislocations look like pipes and can serve for 
mass transfer during diffusion. As a result o f the diffusion process, the diffusant forms a
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strong bond o f obtained compound layers with the bulk materials. The concentration 
distribution along these dislocations works as the nails which bond the developed layers to 
the substrate. Observed improvement in mechanical bonding o f developed layers on the 
surface to the substrate because o f magneto-plasma ion nitriding is explained as the "Nail 
Effect". This name has been introduced by us during establishment of the mechanism of 
the magneto-plasma ion nitriding process.
The conical shape o f concentration distribution around the dislocation in this model, 
as shown in Figure 7.21, is an example o f a nail-like diffusion picture in the "Nail Effect".. 
On the basis of the "Nail Effect", we can conclude that the bonding force between 
compound layers and the substrate can be explained by two mechanisms. When the case 
depth is less than 4r](see Equation (7.1)). the bonding force depends on bulk diffusion 
from the surface into the substrate. As the case-depth becomes larger than 4r|, the 
bonding force is a function o f diffusion through dislocations into the substrate. In both 
cases the bonding forces are enhanced by the diffusion process. It is very important to 
underline the relationship between dislocation density and mean concentration. As shown 
in Figure 7.22 for high dislocations density, we have higher value o f mean concentration 
and this results in a deeper and smoother diffusion zone. For low dislocation density, the 
mean concentration distribution has a shallow character and the diffusion front looks nail­
like around the dislocation. This approach confirms the obtained experimental results that 
pre-magnetized specimens have thinner case depth than non-magnetized specimens. It 
should be noticed that the magnetization treatment reorients the dislocations by reducing 
their density. From our research, the "Nail Effect" can explain the mechanism of layer 
formation, layer bonding and diffusion zone character as well as the improvement o f wear 
resistance o f deposited compound layers.
The wear testing results show that the developed wear testing methodology and the 
designed computer controlled wear testing machine are capable o f performing wear
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resistance testing. This machine is able to monitor and record the wear testing process 
and to prevent any operational errors during wear testing experiments.
The friction force versus sliding time relationship indicates the existence of three 
stages o f wear: running-in stage, steady state stage, and catastrophic wear. The wear 
testing experiments show that wear rate is improved about 70 times for nitrided specimens 
in comparison to non-nitrided specimens. The specimens treated in a high nitrogen 
concentration atmosphere have better wear resistance than specimens treated in a low 
nitrogen concentration atmosphere. This is due to the e and y1 layer formation. From the 
friction force - sliding time relationship, we can conclude that the specimens magnetized 
by a higher number o f cycles have better wear resistance than the specimens treated by a 
low number of cycles. Specimens treated with a higher number of magnetic cycles have 
thinner compound layers but a deeper diffusion zone. At the same time, specimens treated 
by a smaller number of magnetic cycles should have thicker compound layers and a thinner 
diffusion zone. As found from the wear tests, specimens treated by a higher number of 
magnetic cycles have higher wear resistance, which is due to the "Nail Effect". Pre- 
magnetized specimens have smaller case-depth than post-magnetized specimens, but better 
wear resistance. This is due to the better bonding force between compound layers and the 
substrate enhanced by the "Nail Effect".
Although the objectives of this study have been accomplished and numerous results 
have been obtained, there are further studies still to be carried out. For example, applying 
the magneto-plasma ion nitriding process to different materials; further study o f the roles 
o f each nitride layer and their combinations during wear testing; additional microstructural 
investigation of developed nitride layers and their role in wear, corrosion, and fatigue 
resistance should be examined..
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Appendix A5 Variation in the microstructure and microhardness o f the nitrided
layer at different temperature for AISI 420 stainless steel (25% N2, 6 hours, 3 torr):
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Appendix CIO Variation in the microstructure and microhardness o f the nitrided
layer at different magnetization treatment for AISI HI 3 tool steel (25% N2, 650°C, 6
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Appendix C14 Variation in the microstructure and microhardness o f the nitrided
layer at different magnetization treatment for AISI 420 stainless steel (65% N2,
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Appendix C15 Variation in the microstructure and microhardness o f the nitrided
layer at different magnetization treatment for AISI 420 stainless steel (25% N2,
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Appendix C l6 Variation in the microstructure and microhardness o f the nitrided
layer at different magnetization treatment for AISI 420 stainless steel (25% N2.
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Appendix C17 Variation in the microstructure and microhardness o f the nitrided
layer at different magnetization treatment for AISI 420 stainless steel (5% N2>
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Appendix C18 Variation in the microstructure and microhardness o f the nitrided
layer at different magnetization treatment for AISI 420 stainless steel (5% N2,
650°C, 6 hours): (a) none; (b) 20 cycles before; (c) 20 cycles after.
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